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SUlliluary 
This thesis falls into two parts, the first explores a cyclic version of bordism and 
the second studies the homotopy groups of rack spaces. 
In chapters 2-5 we begin by reviewing some theory of cyclic homology but we present 
it in a topological framework. Then cyclic bordism is introduced as a parallel theory. 
In particular we prove the equivalence of cyclic and equivariant theories. This 
enables us to reduce the question of representation of cyclic homology by cyclic 
bordism to that of representation of ordinary homology by bordism. Finally, we 
state a fixed point theorem of periodic bordism. 
In chapters 6-10 we study rack spaces, or the classifying spaces of racks. The 
homotopy groups of rack spaces are invariants of the rack up to rack isomorphism, 
and give invariants of semiframednon-split (irreducible) links ill the three-sphere. 
We describe methods for calculating the second homotopy group in chapter 7 and 
in the next chapter we apply one of the methods to find generators for the second 
homotopy of a class of racks, the finite Alexander quotients. Chapter 9 discusses 
topological racks. The classifying spaces of racks with a non-discrete topology have 
a cell structure and, although it fails to be a CVV cell structure, it can be used to 
calculate homotopy groups. The third homotopy group of a rack space is seen to 
be in one-to-one correspondence with bordism classes of framed labelled immersed 
surfaces in the three-sphere. We finish in chapter 10 by simplifying such surfaces 
within bordism to calculate the third homotopy group of the trivial rack and the 
cyclic racks, 7r3(B{Cn)) ~ 2 2 • 
Introduction 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
The study of cyclic cohomology and homology began as a theory of associative 
algebras over the complex numbers when, in 1981, A.Connes discovered an action 
of the cyclic group on the Hochschild complex. Cyclic co homology was the result of 
factoring by this action. The most important basic property of cyclic (co )homology 
is the existence of a periodicity operator (which I shall call the shift map) and a 
resulting long exact sequence. This work is covered in [ Cl ]. 
In [ LQ ], the authors extended the definition of cyclic (co )homology to a theory 
of associative algebras over any commutative ground ring. This definition focuses 
on a double complex, the Loday-Quillen double complex. Their work shed light on 
some proofs of Connes in [ C2 ]. In this paper Connes defines the cyclic category 
and introduces the B - b double complex, giving rise to a definition of the cyclic 
cohomology of a cyclic chain complex. 
The singular chain groups of a topological space with a circle action form a cyclic 
chain complex, and this allows us to define the cyclic homology of such a space. In 
chapter 1, I will review some fundamental theory from cyclic homology, including 
proofs, all based in this topological framework. 
The aim of this work is to provide a cyclic bordism theory and compare it to cyclic 
homology in the same way that we can compare bordism with homology in the 
non-cyclic setting. This includes questions of representing cyclic homology classes 
by cyclic bordism classes. 
An important theorem of cyclic homology was given in [ JDSJl ], showing an 
equivalence between cyclic and equivariant homology. We show in chapter 5 that 
cyclic bordism is equivalent to equivariant bordism. This result reduces the question 
of representation of cyclic homology with cyclic bordism to the representation of 
homology with bordism. 
Racks (and quandles) have been studied since the 1950's in various guises ([ DJ ], 
[ SM ], [ EB ], [ K D. In [ N ], Neuwirth shows that an unoriented knot in S3 has a 
complete invariant given by algebra (the knot group with a peripheral subgroup, all 
its conjugates and a meridian). Then in [ DJ ], Joyce shows that the unordered pair 
of the knot quandle and its reverse determines and is determined by Neuwirth's 
algebraic invariant, thus the knot quandle also classifies unoriented knots. The 
paper [ FR 1 covers the groundwork of this subject and gives new results on racks 
cJassifying semiframed codimension 2 embedded manifolds, and rack presentations. 
Rack spaces (also called classifying spaces) are introduced in [ FRS] and the algebra 
of racks is explored in [ HR ]. 
In this thesis we begin by presenting definitions and examples of racks. In the 
seventh chapter we describe two methods of calculation of the second homotopy 
group of a rack, and apply these methods to some simple racks. The next chapter 
finds the second homotopy group of a broad class of racks, the Alexander quotients. 
Next we adapt the method of calculation to topological racks. 
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Introduction 
In chapter 10 we move on to the third homotopy group of racks. Elements of the 
third homotopy group correspond to bordism classes of immersed framed labelled 
surfaces in 8 3 • By simplifying surface representations we find that the third homo-
topy group of the trivial rack is the group with two elements. This amounts to a 
geometric proof to show that 7l" 4 (82) ~ Z2. Finally, the calculation is improved to 
show that the third homotopy group of any cyclic rack is Z2' 
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The cyclic category Chapter 2: Cyclic homology 
Chapter 2. Cyclic homology 
In this chapter we give definitions of the cyclic homology of a space with a circle 
action, following the algebra definitions in [ Cl ], [ C2 ] and [ LQ ]. See also [ L ] 
for a good review of cyclic homology. 
The first section introduces the cyclic category, [ Cl ], which has the same objects as 
the simplicial category, with additional morphisms of a cyclic nature. The singular 
chain groups of an SI-space form a cyclic set, and in 2.2, the cyclic morphisms are 
used to construct the Loday-Quillen double complex, [ LQ ]. The cyclic homology 
of a circle-space is defined to be the total homology of this double complex. 
Alternate columns of the Loday-Quillen double complex are acyclic, and after re-
moving these in 2.3 we get the Connes B - b double complex [ C2 ]. Cyclic homology 
can be defined equivalently as the total homology of the Connes double complex. 
A fundamental property of cyclic homology is the existence of a shift map, or peri-
odicity operator [ Cl ] and in 2.4 we state and prove the exactness of the shift long 
exact sequence. 
In 2.5 we calculate an example, the cyclic homology of a point, and see that after 
factoring by degeneracies in 2.6, this calculation is considerably simplified. 
2.1 The cyclic category and cyclic sets. [ C2 ] 
The cyclic category has objects indexed by 1bo; [n] = {O, ... , n} and morphisms 
generated by -
{ 
J j < i 
c5i: [n] ---? [n + 1]; j t--+ j + 1 j ~ i 
j .,------,{.j j~i O'i: [n] ---? [n - 1]; r-T }-1 j>i 
r: [n] ---? [n]; j t--+ { j : 1 
0~i:Sn-1 
j>O 
j=O 
The relations between these morphisms are 
and 
c5i c5j = c5j 8i - l if i > j 
O'Wj = O'jO'i+l if i ~ j 
i > j 
i = j or i = j + 1 
i<j-1 
i#O 
i=O 
i#O 
i=O 
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A cyclic set is a contravariant functor from the cyclic category to the category of 
sets, Denoting the image of [n] by xn; the images of bj , (J'i, T by di , Si, t we have 
di :Xn+1 --+ Xn 
satisfying the opposites of the relations in the cyclic category, for example djdi = di- l dj 
if i > j, An example of a cyclic set is given by xn = Sn(Y) where Y is a topological 
space and Sn(Y) is the space of continuous maps from a canonical n-dimensional 
simplex to the space y, The maps di are induced from face maps Ji taking the 
n-simplex to the n + I-simplex in n + 1 ways, So if the canonical n-simplex is 
taken to have coordinates (to! t l , .. " tn) with 0 ~ ti ~ 1 and to + .. , + tn = 1 then 
the ith face map Ii is given by inserting a zero in the ith coordinate, and 
Similarly 
where the gi are degeneracy maps on simplexes (adding adjacent coordinates to-
gether in t::.), The map t: Sn(Y) --+ Sn(Y) is not induced from a map from the 
t::. n to itself, and it is only defined when Y has a circle action, Regarding SI as 
[0,1] with ° and 1 identified and given pE Sn(Y), define the singular simplex 
t(p): t::. n --+ Y 
(to, .. " tn) ........ to,p(tt, .. , tn, to) 
To see that this is a cyclic set, we need to check the relations, for example 
when i > 0, 
dj(t(p) )(to, .. " tn) = t(p )(to, '" ti-I, 0, tj, '" tn) = tOp(tl' "tj-I, 0, tj, '" tn, to) 
t( di - l (p ))( to, .. " tn) = todi - l (p )(tl' .. " tn, to) = tOp(tl'" tj-l, 0, tj, .. , tn, to) 
Also check 
SInce 
tn+l(p )(to! .. " tn) = totn(p )(tl, .. , tn! to) 
= (to +tl + .. + tj)tn-j(P)(tH}",tn,to,"tj) 
= (to + .. , + tn)p(to, .. " tn) = p(tO! .. " tn) 
because in the canonical simplex to + .. ' + tn = 1 and 1 and ° are identified as the 
unit of the circle, The other relations may be checked similarly, 
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o to 
Figure 2.1.1 The cyclic operator t. 
2.2 The Loday-Quillen double complex. [ LQ ] 
Given X, a topological space with circle action, define 
t: Sn(X) ~ Sn(X) 
p I-t (-l)nt(p) 
Lemma (a) If N = 1 + i + ... + in: Sn(X) ~ Sn(X) then the composite maps 
N(l - i) and (1 - i)N on Sn(X) are both the zero map. 
(b) the following diagrams commute 
Sn(X) N Sn(X) ~ 
Ej=o( -l)jdj 1 1 E~-l(-l)jd· }=o } 
Sn-l(X) N Sn-l(X) ~ 
Sn(X) l-i Sn(X) ~ 
E7~-1( -l)jd. }=o } 1 1 Ej=o(-l)jdj 
Sn-l(X) l-i Sn-l(X) ~ 
Proof (a) Both are equal to 1- ((_l)n)n+ltn+l = 1- (+1)1 = 0 
(b) Introduce some notation 
n n-l 
b = 2:) -l)jdj , and b' = L( -l)jdj : Sn(X) ~ Sn-l(X) 
j=O j=O 
Then 
n-l n 
Nb = LL(-l)(n-l)j(-l)itjdi 
j=O i=O 
j+i>n 
= L (-l)nj+j+ idi+jt j + L (_ltk+l+n+kdk+l_ntk 
j+i:$n k+l>n 
= L(-lrQ+Pdptq + L(-lrQ+PdptQ = b'N 
q:$p p<q 
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and 
. 
n 
b(l - i) = L( -l)jdj(l - i) 
j=O 
n n 
= L(-l)jdj - L(-l)jdji 
j=O j=O 
n n 
= L( -l)jdj + L( _1)i+n+1djt 
j=O j=O 
n n 
= L( -l)j dj + L( -1)i+n+1tdj_1 + (-It+ 1dn 
. 
. 
j=O j=1 
n-1 n-l 
= L( -l)jdj + L( -l)j-ntdj 
j=O j=O 
= (1 - i)b' 
I 
"1'0 
1:' 
:,:,/ bN er 
.: 1 
;/1 
o 
Figure 2.2.1 Commutativity of the Loday-Quillen double complex. 
The following diagram commutes 
Sn(X) N Sn(X) 1-i Sn(X) --+ --+ 
b 1 b'l bl 
Sn-1(X) N Sn-1(X) l-i Sn-1(X) --+ --+ 
b 1 b' 1 bl 
Sn-2(X) N Sn-2(X) l-i Sn-2(X) --+ --+ 
o 
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Lemma The rows and columns of this diagram are chain complexes. 
Proof We already know the rows are chain complexes, and we have 
n-l n 
bb = I)-l)kdk I)-l)jdj 
k=O j=o 
n-l n 
= L L( -l)k+jdkdj 
k=Oj=O 
O~k<j~n 
O~k<j~n 
=0 
and 
n-l 
b'b' = L (-1)i+kdj_1dk + 
k<j=l O$k<j~n 
=0 
by the same argument. o 
The Loday-Quillen double complex is obtained by negating the maps b'. 
Sn(X) N Sn(X) 1-£ Sn(X) ---+ ---+ 
b 1 -b'l b 1 
Sn-l(X) N Sn-l(X) l-i Sn-l(X) ---+ ---+ 
bL -b'L b L 
Sn-2(X) N Sn-2(X) l-i Sn-2(X) ---+ ---+ 
Commutativity of the previous diagram ensures that this diagram anti-commutes, 
that is, it is a double complex. The cyclic homology of the space X is defined 
to be the total homology of this double complex. HCn(X) has cycle representatives 
from the sum Sn(X) 81 Sn-l(X) 81 .. EB So(X). 
Lemma Alternate columns of the Loday-Quillen complex 
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are acyclic. 
Proof The contracting chain homotopy is given by s: Sn(X) --+ Sn+l(X) where 
s = t8 n because 
n 
= dots n + 2:( -1)itdi _1 sn 
i=1 
n 
= dn+lsn + 2:( -l) jsn+l di-l 
j=l 
n 
= 1 - 2:( -l)itsn+ldj = 1 - tSn+lb' = 1 - sb' 
j=o 
2.3 The Connes double complex. [ C2 ] 
o 
The Connes B - b double complex is obtained by contracting these acyclic columns 
from the Loday-Quillen double complex. Define a composite map 
check that 
and 
B = (1 - i)tsn-1N: Sn-l(X) --+ Sn(X) 
Bb = (1 - i)tsn- 1 Nb = (1 - i)tsn-l b' N 
= (1 - i)(l - b'tsn)N 
= -b(l - i)tsnN = -bB 
BB = (1 - i)tsnN(l - i)tsn_1N = 0 
The Connes B-b double complex is 
where 
~ Sn+l(X) 
b! 
~ Sn(X) 
n-l 
B = (1 - (-ltt)tsn-l 2:( _l)(n-l)jt j 
j=O 
on Sn-l (X). The cyclic homology of the SI-space X can be defined as the total 
homology of this double complex. 
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Theorem The total homology of the Loday-Quillen double complex is equal to 
that of the Connes double complex. 
Proof Define a map a from the Connes double complex to the Loday-Quillen 
double complex. Elements of the chain groups of total homology are elements of a 
direct sum. This means that they are finite sums of elements of the groups. In this 
case, the sums would be finite even in a direct product, because of the convention 
Sn(X) is zero whenever the index n is negative. 
Define 
a( ... ,Xn-2,Xn) = ( ... ,xn-2,sNxn-2,Xn) 
The subscripts have x j E Sj (X) . 
First show that a is a chain map. Use 0 for the boundary operator in each complex. 
oa( .. ,Xn-2,Xn) = o( ... ,xn-2,sNxn-2,Xn) 
= ( .. , ((1 - i)sN Xn-4 + bXn-2), (N Xn-2 - b' sN Xn-2), ((1 - i)sN Xn-2 + bXn)) 
aO( .. ,Xn-2,Xn) = a( .. ,(BXn-4 + bXn-2), (BX n-2 + bXn)) 
= ( .. , (BX n-4 + bXn-2), (sN BXn-4 + sNbxn_2), (BX n-2 + bXn)) 
Check that 
and 
N Xn-2r - b' sN Xn-2r = (1 - b's)N Xn-2r = sb' N Xn-2r = sNbxn-2r 
= sN(l - i)sN Xn-2r-2 + sNbxn-2r = sN BXn-2r-2 + sNbxn-2r 
((1 - i)SNXn-2r + bX n-2r+2) = (BX n-2r + bX n-2r+2) 
This completes the proof that a is a chain map. Next show that a is injective. 
Take a cycle of the Connes complex 
It maps to 
( .. , (BYn-3 + bYn-d, (sN BYn-3 + sNbYn-t), (BYn-l + bYn+1) 
NB = 0 and subtracting O(Yn+l) we see that this is homologous to 
( .. , (BYn-3 + bYn-t), sNbYn-l, BYn-l) 
Now subtract O(sNYn-d 
( .. , (BYn-3 + bYn-l), (sNbYn-l + b'sNYn-l), (BYn-l - (1- i)sNYn-t}) 
= ( .. ,(BYn-3 + bYn-t},(sb' + b's)NYn-l) 
= ( .. ,(BYn-3 + bYn-t),NYn-l) 
Now subtract O(Yn-l) 
= ( .. , BYn-3) 
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Continue cancelling the finite number of non-zero terms in y and the chain in shown 
to be homologous to zero. 
Finally, show that a is surjective. Take a cycle in the Loday-Quillen double com-
plex, .. , Xn-l, xn. Take r minimal with Xr non-zero. If n - r is odd then we have 
b'xr = 0, so x+r = b'sxr . We can add 8(sxr ) = (-b'sxr,(l-t)sxr,O, .. ) to cancel 
the lowest degree term. 
We may assume that n - r is even so bXr = 0. Subtract a(xr) from the cycle, 
eliminating the lowest degree term again. Continuing in this way we construct a 
cycle in the Connes complex mapping to (xr, .. ,Xn-I,Xn), a is surjective. 0 
2.4 The shift exact sequence. [ Cl ] 
Theorem If X is a space with a circle action then the sequence 
is exact, where the maps are 
Hn(X) --+ HCn(X) 
pn 1-+ (0, .. ,0, pn) 
HCn(X) --+ HCn - 2(X) 
( n-2 n) .. ,p ,p 1-+ ( ... , pn-2) 
HCn - 2(X) --+ Hn-I(X) 
( n-2) ... ,p --+ B(pn-2) 
called inclusion, shift and B respectively. 
Proof 
(i) Exactness at HCn(X). 
The composite map is 
pn 1-+ (0, ... ,0, pn) 1-+ (0, ... ,0) 
Take ( ... ,pn-2,pn) E HCn(X) mapping to zero in HCn- 2(X) 
( .. , pn-4, pn-2) = ( .. , B(xn- S ) + b(xn- 3), B(xn- 3) + b(xn-1)) 
for some chain ( .. ,xn- 3,xn- l ) E .. EB Sn-3(X) EB Sn-I(X), Using equivalence in 
HCn(X) 
( .. , pn-\ pn-2, pn) 
( n-4 B n-S b n-3 n-2 B n-3 b n-l n B n-l) = .. ,p - x - x ,p - x - x ,p - x 
= (0, .. ,0, pn - Bxn-l) 
which lies in the image of the inclusion map. 
(ii) Exactness at HCn -2(X), 
The composite map is 
( n-2 n) ( n-2) B n-2 .. ,p ,p 1-+ .. ,p 1-+ P 
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and B pn-2 = _bpn = ° in homology. 
Take ( .. ,pn-2) 1-+ B pn-2 = ° so B pn-2 = byn for some yn E Sn(X). Then 
( .. ,pn-2,_y) represents an element of HCn(X) mapping to ( .. ,pn-2) under the 
shift map. 
(iii) Exactness at Hn(X). 
The composite map is 
( n-3 n-l) B n-l (0 ° B n-l) .. ,p ,p 1-+ P 1-+ , •• " p 
and equivalence in HCn(X) gives 
(0, .. , 0, Bpn-l) = ( .. , B pn-3 _ bpn-l, Bpn-l _ Bpn-l) 
which is zero because ( .. ,pn-l) is a cycle in HCn-1(X). 
Take pn 1-+ (0, .. ,0, pn) = 0. 
(O, .. ,O,pn) = ( .. ,Bxn- 3 + bxn- l ,Bxn- l + bxn+l ) 
glvmg, in Hn(X),pn = pn - bxn+l = Bxn- l and ( .. ,xn-J,xn- l ) represents an 
element of HCn-1(X) which maps to pn. 0 
2.5 An example. Calculate HC*( *). 
Identify the chain groups Sn( *) with the integers Z, The maps b: Sn( *) -+ Sn-l (*) 
and B:Sn(*) -+ Sn+l(*) are 
So the differential in Connes double complex is 
So EB S2 EB ••. EB S2n -+ SI EB S3 EB .. , EB S2n-l 
(zo, Z2, ... , Z2n) 1-+ (2zo + z2, 6z2 + z4, .. " 2(2n - 1 )Z2n-2 + Z2n) 
The alternate differential maps are all zero, so the homology is alternately the kernel 
of this map and the cokernel of this map, The set of equations 
2zo + Z2 = ro 
6z2 + Z4 = r2 
2(2n - 1 )Z2n-2 + Z2n = r2n-2 
have solutions for all choices of (ro, .. , r2n-2) (just put Zo = ° for example and the 
other values follow). So the cokernel is zero. The kernel is isomorphic to Z, so 
H C * ( *) has a single generator of degree 2. 
The exact sequence here is 
... -+ H 2n 
' .. -+ ° 
HC*( *) ~ H*(Cp OO ) 
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'" ~ H2n - 1 ~ HC2n - 1 ~ HC2n - 3 
... ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 
2.6 Normalisation in Cyclic Homology. 
We can modify Connes' double complex further. 
Theorem The homology of 
-
..-. 
Sn(X) -+ Sn+I(X) 
..-.1 _1 
Sn-I(X) -+ Sn(X) 
is equal to cyclic homology; that of 
Sn(X) -+ Sn+I(X) 
1 1 
Sn-I(X) -+ Sn(X) 
where the hat denotes non-degenerate singular simplexes. 
Before proving this, I'll introduce some notation. 
If p: 6. n -+ X is a singular simplex, denote it by 
(1). 
Usually I will omit the p on the bracket. The bracket symbol can be used to define 
singular simplexes; any map 7r: {O, .. , m} -+ {O, .. , n} determines an m-simplex by 
For example 
o 
1 
i-I 
n-l 
(there is a gap here between the i - 1 and the i) 
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o 
1 o 1 
Y 2 
Figure 2.6.1 The boundary of a 3-simplex. 
If the image space has a circle action (or in fact an action of the reals will do) 
then brackets with multiple columns can be used. Take a map 1r from {O, .. , m} to 
{O, .. ,n,n+ 1, .. ,2n+ I}. 
represents the singular m-simplex 
n 
(to, .. , tm ) ~ (2: 2: ti)p( 2: tk, ... , 2: tk) 
j=O iE7r- 1 (n+l+j) kE7r- 1 (O)U7r- 1 (n+l) kE7r- 1 (n)U7r- 1 (2n+l) 
For example, 
P = (1) has tip) = 1 2 
n 
o 
J 
and ti(p) = n 
o 
j-l 
The number of entries in the second column is the number of times t has been 
applied. 
SnP= 
o 
1 
n-l 
n,n+ 1 
B(p) = 
1 
2 
n 
n+l 
2 
± n 
n+l 
0 
3 
± n+l 
0 
1 
j+l 
n+ 1 0 
1 
J 
0 , .. 
1 
2 
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n n+1 0 2 3 
n+1 0 2 3 
.. ,± 1 ± ± ± n+1 , .. 
n-1 n+1 0,1 
n-l n 0,1 2 
n n+l 0,1 
n+1 0,1 2 
.. ,± 0,1 ± 2 ± 3 
n-l n n+1 
The signs here are as in the defining equation of B; 
n 
B = (1 - (-It+1t)ts n 2:) -lt jtj 
j=O 
2 2 3 
3 o 
Figure 2.6.2 The map B on a 2-simplex. 
A simplex is degenerate if j, j + 1 occurs for some j in this bracket notation. It 
can be seen from the above expansion that t2 sntj p is degenerate for any p and 
any j. Also if p is degenerate then every term in B(p) is degenerate (two rows are 
identified) so B(p) is degenerate. If Degn(X) denotes the subgroup of degenerate 
simplexes in Sn(X) then we have a well-defined map 
B: Degn(X) ~ Degn+l(X) 
and since the chain group is free, a well-defined map on the quotient. 
B: Bn(X) ~ S-:;l(X) 
Lemma The chain complex 
... ~ Degn(X) -+ Degn_l(X) -+ ... 
where the map is the boundary map on singular simplexes, is acyclic. 
Proof Any degenerate simplex can be written Si(O") for some i, 0" and choose i 
minimal. Then, define a map 
s: Degn(X) -+ Degn+l(X) 
Si(O") 1-+ (_l)iSjSj(O") 
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sb(p) = S(t,( -l);d;P) 
= S(t,(-l);d;Sj<7) 
= S(2)-1)iSj _ 1di O" + I)-1)i Sj di- 10") 
i<j i~j 
= 2.:(-1 )i+i- l Si-l S i-I diO" + 2.:(-1 )i+ i SjSjdi-1 0" 
i<i i~i 
n+l 
bs(p) = 2.:( -l)i+jdisi si O" 
i=O 
= 2.:( -l)i+jsi_IdiSjO" + 2.: (-l)i+ jsjdi_I SiO" 
i<i i>i+l 
= 2.:(-l)i+isi-ISi-IdW + 2.: (-1)i+iSjsjdi_20" + SjO" 
i<j i-l>i+l 
sbp + bsp = p 
sb + bs = 1 
o 
U sing the bracket notation, the degenerate simplex has 
o o 
Sp=S i,i+1 i, i + 1, i + 2 
n n+1 
The terms in the expansion of bp are (with appropriate signs) 
0 
0 
1 1 
i-2 i-2 
i-I, i i-I, i ' .. 
i+1 i + 1 
n-2 n-2 
n-1 n-l 
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o 0 
1 1 
i-2 i-2 
i -1 
.. , i-I, i z 
i + 1 i + 1 
n-2 n-2 
n-1 n-1 
The terms in bsp are (with signs) 
0 
1 
i-2 
.. , i-I, i, i + 1 
i+2 
n-l 
n 
o 
1 
i-2 
i-I, i, i + 1 
i+2 
n-l 
n 
0 
1 
i-2 
i-I 
i, i + 1 
i + 2 
n-l 
n 
0 0 
1 1 
i-2 i-2 
i-I i-I 
z i,i + 1 
i+l 
i+2 
n-2 
n-l n-1 
o 
1 
i-2 
i-l,i,i+1 
i+2 
o 
1 
i-2 
i-I 
i, i + 1 
i+2 
n-l 
n 
0 
1 
i-I 
n-l 
n 
o 
1 
i-2 
i-I 
i, i + 1 
i+2 
n-l 
n 
.. , 
i, i + 1, i + 2 
i+3 
n-l 
n 
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, .. , 
, .. 
0 
1 
i-I 
i, i + 1 
i+2 
n-2 
n-l 
o 
1 
i-I 
i,i+l,i+2 
i+3 
n-l 
n 
, .. 
so it is easily seen that bsp consists of sbp and p. (the signs need to be checked). 
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Lemma If a double complex has acyclic columns then it's acyclic. 
Proof Take a cycle in the double complex 
--t E r+2 2 --t E r+2 1 --t E r+2 0 
L L L 
--t E r+I 2 --t E r+1 1 --t E r+I 0 
1 1 1 
--t Ef --t Er 1 --t E~ 
Let the vertical maps be a and the horizontal ones f3. Take (Xo, Xl, X2, .. ) E 
E~ ffiE[+I ffiE;+2 ffi ... a representative chain. An element ofthe direct sum is a finite 
sum of group elements, only finitely many of the Xi are non-zero. Then a(xo) = 0 
and the columns are acyclic so Xo is the boundary of y; subtract (a + (3)(y) from 
the representative chain, eventually giving zero. (See proof that Connes' and the 
Loday-Quillen complex are equivalent in 2.3). 0 
Theorem The homology of Connes' double complex remains unchanged after 
normalisation of the chain groups Sn(X). 
Proof Denote the total complex by ... --t Kn --t K n- 1 --t ... and the acyclic 
sub complex by ... --t Ln --t L n- 1 --t •..• The following diagram has exact rows 
0 --t Ln --t Kn --t Kn/Ln --t 0 
1 1 1 
0 ----+ L n- I ----+ !{n-I ----+ K n- I / L n- I ----+ 0 
The resulting long exact sequence has 
.. --t H::~ f ----+ H ~ ----+ H:! ----+ H:! / L ----+ H ~ -1 ----+ ... 
So H;- = 0 implies the isomorphism 
H K ~ HK/L . - . 
o 
Example Calculate HG.( *). 
For all n > 0, Sn( *) = Degn( *) so using the normalised double complex, we'll just 
get non-zero terms when we have So( *). 
L L 1 
z ----+ 0 --t 0 
L L 
z --t 0 
L 
z 
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The homology of this double complex is alternating Z and 0, and as before 
HCj(*) '" Hj(CpOO) 
for all indices j. 
In fact, if X is an SI-space with trivial SI-action then p E Sn(X) has 
B(p) E Degn +l (X) 
so regarding the maps B as 0, we get 
HCn(X) = Hn(X) EEl Hn- 2 (X) EEl ... EEl H((X) 
where € takes values 0 or 1 according to the parity of n. 
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Chapter 3. Equivariant homology 
We are going to compare cyclic homology and equivariant homology. The space 
ESl is introduced and described in terms of the join construction (2.1) and as 
the realisation of a simplicial space (2.2). In the following sections, we decribe the 
isomorphism in [ JDSJ1 ] from cyclic to equivariant homology. 
Equivariant homology is defined to be 
The space E SI X SI X is the Borel construction on X and uses the classifying space 
of SI. 
Classifying spaces 
If G is a topological group and EG is a contractible space upon which G acts 
freely and continuously then the orbit space BG is called the classifying space of 
the group G. The spaces BG and EG are defined up to homotopy equivalence. 
3.1 The join model for ESl. 
In [ M ], Milnor expressed EG in terms of the join construction. The join of two 
spaces A and B, written A * B, is the product I x A x B after identifications 
If A and B have circle actions then A * B has an action given by (t, a, b)B = 
(t, aB, bB). The circle acts on itself, and an action is induced on SI * SI, (SI * SI) * SI 
and so on. Define (SI )*1 = SI and (SI )*n+l = (SI )*n * SI. There is a circle action 
on each (SI )*n, and there are inclusion maps (SI )*n-l ~ (SI )*n * SI induced 
from A ~ A * Rj a 1--+ (0, a, b). These inclusions are equivariant. Define 
Proposition (SI)*oo is contractible with a free circle action. 
Proof First note that the join of A and R is homotopy-equivalent to the suspen-
sion of the smash of A and B; 
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AL.······ 
.........•...••......•.•.... 
AxB 
l:red(A smash B) 
Figure 3.1.1 The join and the smash. 
thus (SI )*00 is an infinite suspension, has trivial homotopy groups, and is homotopy 
equivalent to a point. 
Take x in (SI )*CXl and B E SI with xB = x. We can write x E U '>1 (SI )*i. Take 
)-
i minimal with x E (SI )*i , 
x = (ti-t,(ti-2, .. ,Bi- 1),Bi) 
x = xB = (ti-1,(ti-2, .. ,Bi-d+B,Bi +B) 
Minimality of i ensures that either ti-1 is non-zero, so Bi = Bi + B or i-I = 1 
and t1 = 0 in which case B1 = B1 + B. Deduce that B = 0 and the action is free. 0 
Omitting brackets from the expression x = (ti-t, (ti-2, .. , Oi-t), Od and reordering 
the co-ordinates leaves us with 
under the join identifications 
(01 , O2, 03, .. , Or, 0, t2, .. , tr-d '" (01, O2 + €2, 03, .. , Or, 0, t2, .. , tr-1) 
(01, O2, B3, .. , Bn 1, t2, .. , t r-1) '" (B1 + El, B2, B3, .. , Br, 1, t2, .. , tr-t) 
(01 , O2,03, .. , Or, tt, 0, .. , tr-d '" (01, O2,03 + €3, .. , Or, t1, 0, .. , tr-1) 
(Bt,B2,B3, .. ,Bnf1, 1, .. ,tr-t) '" (BI + €1,B2 + E2,B3, .. ,Br,tt, 1, .. ,tr-1) 
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(BI' B2, B3, '" Br, t l , t2, '" 1) '" (BI + fl, B2 + f2, B3 + f3, '" Br, tl, t2, '" 1) 
and the inclusions identify 
( Bl , B2, '" Br, t 1 , t2, '" tr- 1 ) IV (BI , B2, '" Br, 0, t 1, t2, '" t r-l , 0) 
Now reparametrise the interval co-ordinates by letting 
{ 
(1 - tt)(1 - t 2 ),,(1 - tr-I) 
Si = ti-l (1 - tJ,(1 - tr-d 
t r - 1 
i=l 
2:::; i:::; r-l 
l=r 
The sum of the Si is 1 and we can re-express the space (SI )*00 as Ur>1 (SI r X ~r-l 
under the join identifications -
(B1, B2, '" Br, 0, 82, '" 8 r) IV (B1 + ft, B2, '" Br, 0, S2, '" Sr) 
(B1, B2, '" Br, SI, 0, '" 8 r) IV (Bt, B2 + f2, '" Br, SI, 0, '" 8 r) 
(BI , B2, '" Br, SI , 82, '" 0) IV (B1, B2, '" Br + fr, SI, S2, '" 0) 
and the inclusion identifications 
Finally, reparametrise the circle co-ordinates by letting 
i=l 
2:::;i:::; r 
and (SI )*00 becomes Ur;::::1 (SI r X ~r-l under the equivalences 
(Pt, <Pz, <Pa, '" <Pr, 0, S2, '" sr) '" ((Pt + f, <P2, <P3, '" <Pr, 0, S2, '" sr) 
(<PI,<P2,<P3""<Pr, SI,0",,sr) '" (<PI - f2,<P2 +f2,<P3",,<Pr, 8 1,0,",Sr) 
(<PI, <P2, '" <Pr, 81,82, '" 0) '" (<PI, <P2, ,,<Pr-l - fr, <Pr + fr, SI, 82, '" 0) 
(<Pt, <P2, <P3, '" <Pr, 81 , 82, '" 8 r) '" (<PI, <P2, <P3, .. , <Pr, 0,81, S2, .. , Sr, 0) 
The free group action is given by 
(<PI, <P2, <P3, .. , <Pr, SI, 82, .. , Sr)a = (<PI, <P2, <P3, .. , <Pr + a, 81 , 82, .. , 8 r) 
This is the model for ESt which will be used in the chapters on cyclic and equiv-
ariant bordism. 
3.2 The simplicial realisation model for ESI. 
In [ SI ] G, Segal gives a semisimplicial space whose realisation is a model for 
the classifying space of a topological group as follows, Begin with a topological 
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category C, so the object set and morphism set have topologies with the structure 
maps continuous. Define the nerve of the catgory NC to be the semi-simplicial 
space whose vertices correspond to the objects of C, the I-simplexes correspond to 
the morphisms of C, the 2-simplexes correspond to the commuting triangles and 
so on. BC, the classifying space of C, is the realisation of this semisimplicial 
space. 
Given a topological group define the category 9 which has a single object and a 
morphism for each element of G. Then BQ = BG is the classifying space of the 
group. 
Further, the category 9 has objects corresponding to group elements and morphisms 
in the product G x G. This category has exactly one morphism between any given 
pair of objects, this morphism is an isomorphism, and the category is naturally 
equivalent to the category with a single object and a single morphism. 
The n-simplexes of Bg are indexed by n-tuples of pairs which can compose; 
(90, 9I), (91,92), .. , (9n-2, 9n-l), (9n-l, 9n) 
Identify such n-tuples of pairs with n+l-tuples of group elements (90,91, .. , 9n-I, 9n) 
Then we have BQ = Un~O Gn+l x 6. n subject to the following identifications 
((90,91), (91,92), .. , (9n-l, 9n), 0, t 1 , t2, .. , tn) '" ((91,92), .. , (9n-l, 9n), tl, t2, .. , tn) 
((90,91), (91,92), .. , (9n-l, 9n), to, 0, t2, .. , tn) '" ((90, 9I)(91 , 92), .. , (9n-l, 9n), to, t2, .. , tn) 
= ((90,92), (92,93), .. , (9n-l, 9n), to, t2,", tn) 
((90,91), .. , (9n-2, 9n-d, (9n-l, 9n), to, t1 , .. , 0, tn) 
'" ((90, gl), .. , (gn-2, gn-l )(gn-l, gn), to, tl, .. , tn) 
= ((90, 9d, (91,92), .. , (9n-2, 9n), to, t1, .. , tn) 
((gO, gI), .. , (9n-2, 9n-l), (9n-l, 9n), to, tl'''' tn-I, 0) 
'" ((90, 9t}, .. , (9n-2, 9n-l), to, t}, .. , tn-l) 
Removing the bracketing and repetition from these expresions leaves us with 
(90,91,92,93, .. , 9n-l, 9n, 0, t}, t2,", tn) '" (91,92,93, .. , 9n-l, 9n, t}, t2,", tn) 
(90, 9}, 92,93, .. , 9n-}, 9n, to, 0, t2, .. , tn) '" (90,92,93, .. , 9n-l, gn, to, t2, .. , tn) 
(90,9},92, .. ,gn-2,gn-l,9n,tO,t1, .. ,0,tn) '" (90,91,92, .. ,gn-2,gn,tO,t1, .. ,tn) 
(gO, gl, g2, .. , 9n-2, 9n-l, 9n, to, tl,", tn-l, 0) '" (90, 9I, 92, .. , 9n-2, 9n-I, to, t}, .. , tn-I) 
This space has a free group action given by acting on each of the group co-ordinates. 
A natural transformation between functors T and S from C to V gives a homotopy 
between BT and BS from BC to BD. The equivalence between the category Q 
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and the category with a single object and a single morphism shows that BQ 18 
contractible. 
This is the model for ES1 that will be used in this chapter. 
3.3 Theorem. The cyclic homology of a space with a circle action is isomorphic 
to the equivariant homology of the space. 
We will describe the isomporphism here, following the construction in [ JDSJ1 ]. 
There is also a proof given in [ L ]. 
The map HCn(X) ----+ Hn(ESl XSl X) 
HC*(X) is the total homology of 
where 
1 2 
B:(.] 2 ----+ ± n 
n n+1 0 
n+1 0 1 
~ Sn+l(X) 
b 1 
~ Sn(X) 
n 
n+1 
± .. ± 
n+1 
0 
± 
n-2 
n-1 
is the horizontal map and the vertical map is the singular boundary map. 
3.4 The shuffle product. 
0 
1 
n-1 
n 
There is a close link between the map B on singular simplexes and the shuffle 
product. Here we describe the shuffle product in some detail, and define a map J 
which is essentially the same as B, up to the permutation of vertices. 
Given simplexes p: b,P ----+ X, 0': b,q ----+ Y with vertices at Xo, .. , Xp and Yo, .. , Yq 
respectively, and a sequence of points in X x Y given by (Xi(O), Yj(O) ) .. , (Xi(n), Yj(n)), 
we can construct an n-simplex in X x Ywith these vertices. The image of (to, .. , t n ) 
1S 
(p( L tk,", L tk), 0'( L tk, .. , L 
k with i(k)=D k with i(k)=p k with j(k)=D k with j(k)=q 
Call a sequence (i(k),j(k)) for 0 :::; k :::; nap, q-zig-zag if n = p + q and 
i(O) = j(O) = 0, i(n) = p, j(n) = q 
and for all k either i(k + 1) = i(k) and j(k + 1) = j(k) + 1 
or i(k + 1) = i(k) + 1 and j(k + 1) = j(k) 
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between p, q-zig-zags and p, q-shuffles. A 
p, q-shuffle is a permutation a of {I, .. ,p + q} which has 
a(l) < .. < a(p) and a(p + 1) < .. < a(p + q) 
Given a shuffle, we can define a zig-zag with i( k) being the number of r between 
1 and p with a( r) ~ k and j ( k) being the number of r between p + 1 and p + q 
with a(r) ~ k. 
Conversely, given a p, q-zig-zag, define a(r) to be the number of elements of 
i-I {O, .. , r} if 1 ~ r ~ p and a(r) to be the number of elements of j-I {O, .. , r - p} 
if p + 1 ~ r ~ p + q. Then a is a shuffle and these two constructions are inverse. 
• • • 
• 
• •• 
• •• 
• • 
A 3-4 zig-zag 
A 3-4 shuffle 
Figure 3.4.1 A zig-zag and the corresponding shuffle. 
The shuffle product of the simplexes p and 0' is defined to be the chain 
B(p,O') = L sgn(a)(p( L tn L tr, .. , L tr ), 
shuffles O:$r<O'(I) 0'(1) :$r<O'(2) O'(p):$r:$p+q 
0'( L tr, L tr, .. , L tr)) 
O:$r<O'(p+l) O'(p+ 1):$ r<O'(p+2) O'(p+q):$r:$p+q 
- L sgn(i,j)(p( L t r , .. , L t r ), 0'( L t n .. , L t r )) 
zig-zags rEi-1(O) rEi-l(p) rEj-l(O) rEj-l(q) 
The signs ensure that common n - I-faces of the simplexes in these sums cancel. 
See also [ G ] for a definition of the shuffle map. 
Take a space with a circle action f: X x SI --+ X and take z to be the generating 
cycle t 1---+ e211"it in SI (SI). Then we can use the shuffle product to define a map J 
J: Sn(X) --+ Sn+l(X)j P 1---+ f.()(p,z) 
U sing bracket notation, we have 
]:(·D C 
1 ° 
0 
1 2 1 
--+ 
.2. ) ± 3 ± ... ± 
n+l 
n-l 
n+l n n+l 
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p J(p) 
Figure 3.4.2 The map J. 
3.5 Permutation of vertices. 
The images of a cycle under the maps Band J are almost the same, differing only 
in the labelling of the vertices. Here I will show that if two chain maps differ by 
permutation of the vertices of simplexes then the maps are chain-homotopic. 
Given a singular n-simplex p in X and a permutation a of {O, .. , n}, define the 
simplex O'*(p) 
O'*(p)(to, .. ,tn) = p(to(O), .. ,to(n») 
and define an n + I-chain fill(p, a) = 2:~=0 ±;3( 0', k, p) 
;3(O',k,p)(to, .. ,tn+d = p(t,(O), .. ,t,(k) +to,tl, .. ,tn-k-l) 
here ,: {O, .. ,k} ----+ {n - k, .. ,n} is an injective map defined using 0'; ,(i) < ,(j) 
if and only if 0'( i) < a(j) . 
Figure 3.5.1 Filling between simplexes with permuted vertices. 
This chain has boundary including both the simplexes p and O'*(p). Moreover, 
the rest of the boundary is the sum 2:7=0 ±fill( Ojp, ajO'). Here OiP is the ith face 
of p and aja is obtained from 0' by omitting i from the domain, omitting a( i) 
from the range and subtracting 1 from higher elements to recover a permutation of 
{O, .. ,n-l}. 
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We can apply this construction to a cycle. Given an n-cycle in X, and another n-
cycle whose simpexes are all the same except for permutation of vertices, apply this 
construction 'fill' between all pairs of simplexes. Cancelling faces between simplexes 
in the cycles become cancelling n-chains. This shows, for example, that Band J 
are chain homotopic. 
We can replace B by J in the definition of cyclic homology leaving HC*(X) un-
changed up to isomorphism. 
The shuffle product gives a map 
Sl(Sl) ® .. ® SI (SI) ® Si(X) ---+ Sr+i((Sl r x X) 
where there are r copies of SI (SI) 's in the product in the domain. The shuffle 
product also induces a map 
Sl(Sl) 0 .. ® Sl(SI) ® Si(X) ---+ Sl(Sl) 0 .. ® Sl(SI) 0 Si+1(X) 
The number of SI (SI) has reduced, we used the last SI (SI) in the shuffle product 
with Si(X). 
There is a boundary map 
SI(Sl) ® .. ® Sl(Sl) 0 Si(X) ---+ Sl(Sl) 0 .. ® Sl(Sl) ® Si-1(X) 
where the number of SI (SI) remains the same (this corresponds to the bar con-
struction in [ JDSJl D. 
These three maps give commuting diagrams 
J Si-1 (X) ---+ 
t 
(SI(Sl))@r+l ® Si-1(X) 
shuffle 1 
Sr+i((Sl y+1 X X) 
Si(X) 
1 
(Sl(Sl))@r ® Si(X) 
shuffle 1 
Sr+i((Sl Y X X) 
J 
---+ 
faces 
---+ 
Si(X) 
t 
(SI (SI ))@r 0 Si(X) 
shuffle 1 
Sr+i((SI Y X X) 
The maps Sr+i((Sl y+l X X) ~ Sr+i((SI r x X) are induced from the alternating 
sum of the attaching maps of the simplicial structure of ES1 XSl X 
(Slr+l x X ~ (SIr x X 
The maps Sr+i((SI Y xX) bdr~ Sr+i_1((Sl r xX) are the usual simplicial boundary 
maps. 
The diagrams above commute and throw the cyclic homology J - b double complex 
onto the complex 
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Sr+i+l((Sl y+l X X) 
bdry t 
Sr+i((SlY+1 X X) 
faces 
---+ 
faces 
---+ 
Chapter 3: Equivariant homology 
Sr+i+l ((SI Y X X) 
bdry t 
Sr+i((SI Y X X) 
Assume that X is a good enough space to ensure that the total homology of the 
double complex is equal to the homology of the realisation. This is a standard 
assumption [ S2 ], [ JDSJl ], [ L ]. 
The map between the double complexes induces an isomorphism in homology. The 
homology of the second double complex is the homology of the realisation of the 
simplicial space; the equivariant homology of X. 0 
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Chapter 4. Cyclic bordism 
In this chapter we will construct a cyclic bordism theory of spaces with a circle 
action. Cyclic bordism has a periodicity operator and the shift long exact sequence 
is proved in 4.2. In the later sections we discuss relative cyclic bordism, show the 
long exact sequence of a pair, define reduced cyclic bordism and prove excision. 
4.1 Definitions. If Mn is an n-dimensional oriented manifold whose boundary 
a]o.,1 has a circle action on it, then define 
where I'V is an identification 
(x,O) I'V (Ox,O) 
on points in aM x SI. Here we will identify SI with 1R/2rrZ. This space IS 
homeomorphic to, and can be defined as, 
where I'V is an identification 
Figure 4.1.1 Definition of B. 
If X is a space with a circle action, Mn is an n-manifold with a circle action on 
the boundary and I maps Mn to X with the restriction 8A1n ---+ X equivariant, 
then there is a singular n + 1-manifold in X BU): B(Mn) ---+ X; induced from 
the map 
Check the identification; 
(x,O) 
(Ox, 0) 
X 
Of(y) 
1--+ Ol(x) 
1--+ 0/( Ox) 
these images are equal because I is equivariant on aM. There is a natural circle 
action on B(M) given by 
o:(x,O) = (x, 0: + 0) 
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Check that this respects the identification; 
a(x, B) 
a(Bx,O) 
= (x, a + B) 
(Bx, a) 
= ((a + B)x, 0) 
= ((a + B)x, 0) 
and the map B(f) is equivariant with respect to these actions; 
f(a(x, B)) = f(x, a + B) = f(( a + B)x, 0) 
= (a + B)f(x) = a(Bf(x)) = af(x,B) 
Define 9J1n (X)= the set of closed singular oriented n-manifolds in X. 
Define the oriented bordism group nn(X) = 9J1n(X)j '" where the equivalence 
relation is generated by 
(h: Ml --+ X) '" (12: M2 --+ X) ~ 
there exists (f: W --+ X), 8lV = NI U -N2' NI '" M l , N2 '" M2 
where these oriented diffeomorphisms respect the maps fi' flNi for i=1,2. See 
[ BtD land [ CW ]. 
Figure 4.1.2 Definition of bordism. 
Given a sequence of singular manifolds with an SI-action on each boundary; 
M n M n - 2 Aln - 4 , , , .. 
call it an admissible sequence if there are equivariant orientation-preserving dif-
feomorphisms 
8l.Jr ~ B(Mr-2) 
Then mCn(X) is defined to be the set of admissible sequences of singular manifolds 
in X. Finally, define the oriented cyclic bordism group 
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where the equivalence relation has 
(Qn, Qn-2 , ... ) f"V (pn , pn-2 , ... ) ~ 
there exists (wn+t, Wn-t, ... ) such that 
8l,V i+1 ~ (Qi U Vi u pi)! f"V 
where Vi = (Wi- l X SI)/ f"V 
(W,O) f"V (Ow,O) for all w E V i - 2 ~ W i - 1 
For low indices i, Vi is empty and the union (Qi U Vi U pi)/ f"V is disjoint. For 
higher dimensions, we have 
Also require maps 
fi+l: Wi+l --t X 
restricting, up to diffeomorphism, to the given maps Qi, pi --t X and an equiv-
ariant map Vi ----+ X which is induced from the map fi-l: W i - 1 ----+ X 
BW 
n-l W n+l 
Figure 4.1.3 Cyclic bordism. 
nn(X) and nCn(X) have a group structure by disjoint union. 
Define unoriented theories similarly, giving the bordismgroup 91n (X) and the cyclic 
bordism group 91Cn (X). 
4.2 Theorem. There is an exact sequence, the shift exact sequence 
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where the maps are 
[Mn] ---+ [Mn, </>, .. , </>] 
[Mn,Mn-2, .. ] ---+ [Mn-2, .. ] 
[Mn-2, .. ] ---+ [BMn- 2] 
called inclusion, shift and B respectively. 
Proof First check that these maps are well-defined. 
Inclusion is well-defined; if [Mn] = [pn] then there exists a W n+1 between them, 
and the existence of [W n +l , </>, </>, .. ,] ensures that 
The shift map is well-defined; if [Mn, Mn-2, .. ] = [pn, pn-2, .. ] then there exists 
[Wn+l , wn+l, .. ] with the appropriate diffeomorphisms. So [wn-l, .. ] gives 
[1\1n-2, .. ] = [pn-2, .. ] 
B is well-defined; if [1\;fn-2, .. ] = [pn-2, .. ] then there exists [wn-l, .. ] with the 
boundary of l--Vn- l being Mn-2 U pn-2 and an SI-space; V n- 2; identified along 
common boundary components. Define 
B(wn-l) = W n- l X SI/ '" 
where'" is generated by the relation (x, B) '" (Bx, 0) between points in V n- 2 X SI. 
B(wn-l) is the required bordism between B(Mn-2) and B(pn-2) in nCn- l(X). 
Now check exactness of the sequence. At nCn(X)' it's a complex because the 
composite map is 
Take [Mn,Mn-2, .. ] with [Mn-2, .. ] = O. So there exist wn-l,wn-3, .. with 
8wn-l = 1\1n- 2 U vn-2. Let pn = Mn U B(l--vn-l) glued along B(Mn-2) then 
pn x I, Wn-t, W n- 3 , •• demonstrates [Mn, Mn-2, .. ] = [pn, </>, </>, •. ] so the kernel 
of the shift map is contained in the image of the inclusion. 
At nCn - 2(X) it's a complex because the composite map is 
[Mn,Mn-2, .. ] ---+ [Mn- 2,Mn-4, .. ] ---+ [BMn-2] = [8Mn] = 0 
Take [Mn-2, Mn-4, .. ] with [BMn-2] = 0 so BMn-2 = 8l--vn. The shift map 
takes [l--vn, Mn-2, .. ] ---+ [Mn-2, .. ]. 
At nn(X) it's a complex because the composite map is 
[.Mn-l, Mn-3, .. ] ---+ [BMn-l] ---+ [BMn-l, </>, </>, .. ] = 0 
where the last equality is due to the bordism BMn-l x I, Mn-l, Mn-3, ... 
Take [1\.1n] with [Mn, </>, .. ] = O. Then there exists wn+l, wn-l, .. with 8Wn+1 = 
MnUv n identified along their common boundary. Mn is closed, so this is a disjoint 
union and [1\.1n] = [vn] = [Bwn-l]. Deduce that [Mn] is in the image of B. 0 
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4.3 Relative cyclic bordism. 
In relative singular homology we include as representatives chains which fail to 
be cycles but whose boundaries lie in a smaller chain group. In relative bordism, 
include singular manifolds in X which are not closed but whose boundaries map to 
a subspace A are included. 
In relative cyclic bordism, take a chain Mn, Mn-2, .. and consider representatives 
whose boundaries BMn U B(Mn-2), ... fall in a subspace. More precisely, elements 
of nCn(X, A) have representatives Mn, V n- 1 , Mn-2, V n - 3 , ••• subject to 
aMn ~ B(Afn-2) U V n - 1 , avn- 1 ~ B(Vn- 3 ), ••• 
f: Mn ---+ X restricting to V n- 1 ---+ A and all restrictions to spaces of the form 
B( -) equivariant. These unions are glued at aB(Mn-2) ~ B(Vn- 3 ) '" BVn- 1 
Equivalence of representatives is given by the existence of TVn +1 , un, TVn - 1 , Un- 2, ... 
satisfying 
awn+1 ~ M~ U M:; U BWn - 1 U un, .. 
BUn '" vt-1 U V2
n
-
1 U BUn- 2, .. 
These unions are glued at 
aM~ ~ B(M~-2) U vt- 1 
BM:; ~ B(M:;-2) U V2n- 1 
aB(wn-l) ~ B(M~-2) U B(M:;-2) U B(Un- 2) 
aun ~ vt-1 u V2n- 1 U B(Un- 2 ) ••• 
and the final condition is that the spaces un map to A. 
Figure 4.3.1 Relative cyclic bordism. 
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4.4 The long exact sequence of a pair. 
Theorem If X is a space with a circle action and A is an invariant subspace 
then there is a long exact sequence 
Proof We have to check exactness in three cases: 
(i) Exactness at 
There is a natural map nCn(X) --t nCn(X, A) giving a structure in which all the 
Vi are empty. The kernel of this map consists of those structures Mn, Mn-2, .. in 
X which have an associated W n+1 , un, W n- 1 , Un- 2, ... 
satisfying BWn+1 rv Mf U BWn- 1 U un, Bun rv BUn- 2, ... 
where these unions are glued at 
The manifolds U must map into the subspace A of X. 
If the element Mn,Mn-2, .. came from nCn(A), and so f:Mn --t A, then the 
manifolds un ~ Mn, ~vn+l ~ Mn X I will serve as a null-bordism in nCn(X, A). 
Thus the composite nCn(A) --t nCn(X) --t nCn(X, A) is the zero map. 
Moreover, given an element in the kernel of nCn(X) --t nCn(X, A) use the struc-
ture provided, consider the W as a bordism in nCn(X) between lvfn and un. 
Then un is a manifold in A and Mn came from nCn(X, A). 
(ii) Exactness at 
where the last map takes a representative lvfn, V n- 1 , Mn-2, V n- 3 , ••• to the repre-
t t · vn-l V n - 3 sen a lve , , ... 
The composite is clearly the zero map, so it remains only to take a representative of 
an element of the kernel; lv1n, V n- 1 , Mn-2, V n- 3 , ... with nullbordism un, Un- 2, ... 
.r V n - 1 V n - 3 • A lor , , .. In • 
Construct 
M n U un, M n- 2 U Un- 2, .. 
where the unions are glued along common part-boundaries V n - 1 , V n - 3 , .... We get 
BMn U un rv BMn-2 U BUn- 2 ~ B(Mn-2 U Un- 2) This is a representative for 
the same element of nCn(X, A) as 
~1n V n- 1 M n- 2 V n- 3 
..tv., , , , ... 
the equivalence provided by 
(lv1n U un) X I, W n, (Mn- 2 U Un- 2) X I, lVn- 2, ... 
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Thus Aln, V n- 1, Aln- 2, V n- 3, ... is the image of Mn U un, Mn-2 U Un- 2 , •• ; an 
element of nCn(X). 
(iii) Exactness at 
Take lIP~, V n - 1 , M n- 2, V n- 3, ... , it maps to V n- 1 , V n- 3, .. in A, and then the 
same expression, in X. 
This last expression is equivalent to the empty manifold, because Mn, Mn-2 , ... 
forms a null-bordism in X. 
N t k V n-l vn-3 . A h' h' . X th ' Mn Mn-2 ow a e , ,.. In w IC IS zero In ; so ere sa, , ... 
with fJlvl n '" Blvln - 2 U V n - 1 , .. 
confirming that 
M n vn-l M n- 2 V n- 3 , , , , ... 
may be considered as a representative of an element of nCn(X, A). o 
4.5 Reduced cyclic bordism and excision. 
Define reduced cyclic bordism nCn(X) = ker[nCn(X) --+ nCn( *)] where * 
is a point (with circle action). This is equivalent to the definition nCn(X) = 
nCn(X,*) where * is a fixed point (an invariant subset) of X, if X has a fixed 
point, that is. The equivalence of these definitions is apparent in the splitting of 
the long exact sequence for the pair (X, *). 
Proposition nn(X, Y) ~ nn(X/Y). 
This is proved using a homotopy equivalence X U CY --+ X/Y, and transversality 
to the copy of Y half-way up the cone; y 1 / 2 • 
One map is nn(X, Y) --+ nn(XUCY) by doubling; a representative for an element 
of nn(X, Y) is a manifold with boundary, (M, aM). This maps to the bordism 
class of MUaM M where the boundaries are identified, and mapped to y 1/ 2 ; collars 
of fJM in lvl map to the two halves of the cone. 
The inverse map is On(X U CY) --+ nn(X, Y) and this is constructed by making 
the singular manifold transverse to y 1/ 2 and removing the portion of M mapping 
into the top half of the cone. The composite maps can be seen to be the identity. 
Figure 4.5.1 Excision in bordism. 
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Theorem Excision also holds in the cyclic case, nCn(X, Y) '" nCn(x/y). 
Proof Take a representative of an element of nCn(X, Y) 
~fn V n- l M n- 2 V n- 3 ~v., , , , .. 
and define 
which has boundary 
(aMi - Vi-I) UaVi- 1 (aMi - Vi-I) ~ B(Mi-2) Uvn-3 B(A,fi-2) 
~B(Mi-2 Uvn-3 Mi-2) '" B(Ni-2) 
Using collars we map this doubled cyclic chain to X U CY. 
Given a representative of an element of nCn(x/y); M n, lv1n- 2 , .. with null-bordism 
W ll+l , vVn - 1, .. in nCn ( *), we want to use the preimages of yl/2 and X U y~1/2 
in M n, Mn-2, ... We will use transversality to ensure that these are manifolds. 
If Mll has aMn mapping transversely to (X, A) then any homotopy necessary 
to make the map transverse on Mll can be chosen to leave the boundary fixed 
(because if a neighbourhood of x E aM maps transversely then immediately a 
neighbourhood of x E AI maps transversely as well). 
Also note that if M i ~ X U CY is transverse to yl/2 then the natural extension 
BMi ~ X U CY is transverse too. This is because, away from the spine, elements 
of the circle act as homeomorphisms, and at the spine, if a neighbourhood of x E Aln 
maps transversely then a neighbourhood of x E BMll does too. 
So now, we can assume in turn that ME, B ME '" alvlE+2 , ME+2 , ... are transverse, 
giving preimages from y l / 2 and X U y9/2 V t - 1 , V t+1 , ... and Ut, Ud2 , .... aui 
is the preimage of X U y9/2 in aMi '" BMi-2 with the preimage of yl/2 in 
Ali , so that's BUi - 2 U V i - 1 and un, V n- 1 , Un- 2 , V n- 3 , .. has the structure of an 
element of the relative cyclic bordism group. 
There are four checks that need to be made; each of these maps has to be well-
defined under the equivalence of the domain group, and the composites each have 
to be the identity. 
The map nCll (X, Y) ~ nCn(x/y) is well-defined: 
Take two equivalent representatives Mf, vt- l , ... Mr, V2n - 1 , .. with an equivalence 
given by 
satisfying 
W n+1 un W n- 1 Un- 2 " , , ... 
avvn+1 '" M~ U M; U BWn- 1 U un, .. 
aun ~ vt-l U V2n - 1 U BUn- 2 , .. 
Glue the manifolds W i U Wi along the Ui - 1 part of their boundaries. 
a(Wi UUi- 1 Wi) 
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'" (M/-1 U Ml-1 U BvVi-2) Uaui-l (M/-1 U M1-1 U BWi - 2) 
"" (Mi- 1 U M i - 1 U BWi - 2) U (Mn M n BT'Vn- 1 ) = 1 2 Vi-2Uv.i-2UBUi-3 1 U 2 U V 
1 2 
~ (Mf-l Uv.j-2 M/-I) U B(Wi - 2 UUj-3 W i - 2) U (Ml-1 Uv.i-2 Jt.11- 1 ) 
1 2 
Thus the Wi UUi-l W i give an equivalence in nCn(x/y) between the images of 
M n v,n-l d Mn TTn-l l' 1 , .. an 2 , V2 , ... 
The map nCn(x/y) --+ nCn(X, Y) is well-defined: 
Take two equivalent representatives Mf, Mf-2 , •• and Mr, M:;-2 , ... Let the equiv-
alence be provided by W n+1 , W n- 1 , ... The images in nCn(X, Y) are Nf, vt-1 , .. 
and Nf, V2n- I , ... Let }(n+l be the preimage of X U y9/2 in W n+1 and Ln be 
the preimage of yl/2 in wn + 1. (We've taken the map on W n+1 transverse to 
y 1 / 2; this is possible and within equivalence in nCn(X, Y». 
D}(n+l is the union of the preimage of X U y9/2 in DWn+1 and the preimage of 
y 1/ 2 in wn + 1. This is Ni U Nf U B }(n-l U L n , as required. DLn is the preimage 
of yl/2 in BWn- 1 U Mi U Mf which is BLn-2 U vt-1 U V2n- 1 • Thus we have 
found an equivalence in nCn(X, Y). 
We can see that the composite nCn(X, Y) --+ nCn(x/y) --+ nCn(X, Y) is the 
identity by observation that the maps in nCn(x/y) are already transverse to yl/2. 
The composite nCn(x/y) --+ nCn(X, Y) --+ nCn(x/y) is the identity. 
From Mn, Jt.ln-2, .. we get decompositions Mi '" Ni UVj-l (Mi - Ni) and the 
composite gives Nn Uvn-1 Nn, ... Also, because Mn I'V Nn Uvn - 1 (Mn - Nn), .. is 
in the reduced group, there is a W n+1, .. as a null-bordism in nC( *). Consider 
This has boundary Mn U (Nn UVn-1 Nn) U Mn where the first Mn maps are 
originally, and the second maps to the cone on Y, add a Mn x I to slide this map 
up to the point of the cone, and then add a W n+1 null-bordism at t~oint. This 
gives an equivalence between Mn,Mn-2, .. and NnUvn_1Nn, .. in nCn(X/Y).D 
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Chapter 5. Equivariant bordism 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a canonical isomorphism between cyclic bor-
dism nCn(X) and equivariant bordism nn(ES1 XS1 X), where X is a manifold 
with a circle action, This isomorphism will show that the shift long exact sequence 
of X is just the Gysin sequence of the bundle ESl x X ---+ ESl X SI X, 
5.1 A map from cyclic to equivariant bordism. 
Recall the join model for ES1; U~O(SI y+l X 6,r under the equivalence relation 
generated by the following; 
(81 - E, 82 ,83 , " Br, 8r+1 , 0, tt, t2, " tr-I, t r) IV (81 ,82 , B3 , " 8r, 8r+1 , 0, t 1 , t2, " tr- 1 , tr ) 
(81 +E, B2 -E, B3, " Br, ()r+ 1, to, 0, t2, " tr- 1 , tr) "" (Bl , B2, ()3, " Bn Br+ 1, to, 0, t2, " tr-t, tr) 
(81 ,82 +E, 83 - E, " 8r, 8r+ 1, to, tl , 0, " tr-l, tr) "" (Bl , 82 ,83 , " Br, Br+ 1, to, tt , 0, " tr- 1 , tr) 
on (SI y+t X 6,r, and finally 
(Bt , B2, B3 , " Br + 8r+ 1, to, tl, t2, " tr- l ) IV (B 1 , B2, B3, " 8n Br +l , to, tt, t2, " tr- 1 , 0) 
o 
The free group action is given by 
(B1, B2, B3, " Br, to, t1, t2, " tr-l)a = (Bl , B2, B3, " Br + a, to, tl, t2, " tr- t) 
Deduce the following model for ES1 XSl X; 
U:o(Sl y x X x l::::"r under the equivalence relation generated by the following; 
(B1 - E,()2,B3,"',()nX,0,tl,t2, .. "tr-l,tr) '" (B1,B2,B3, .. "Br,x,0,tl,t2, ... ,tr-1,tr) 
(8l+E,82-E,83, .. "Br,x,to,0,t2, .. "tr-l,tr) IV (Bl,B2,83, .. "Br,x,to,0,t2, .. "tr-l,tr) 
(()t , B2 +E, B3 -E, .. " Br, X, to, tl , 0, .. " tr-l, tr) "" (B1 , B2, B3, .. " Br, X, to, tt, 0, .. " t r-l , tr) 
(()l, ()2, 83 , .. " 8r+E, (-E)X, to, tl, t2, .. " tr-l, 0) IV (Bl , (h, 83 , .. " Bn X, to, t1, t2, .. " tr-l, 0) 
on (SI Y X X x 6, r , and 
(B1,B2,B3, .. "8rx,to,tl,t2, .. ,,tr-l) IV (B1,B2,B3, .. "Br,x,to,tl,t2, .. "tr-llO) 
ESl XS1 X has submanifolds L l , L 2 , ... where 
Lj = {(()l,()2, .. "Br,x,0,O, .. ,0,tj, .. ,tr)} 
Each of these submanifolds is homeomorphic to another copy of ESt x SI X inside 
itself, 
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isomorphic to 
o 
Figure 5.1.1 The manifold ESl and submanifold L l . 
First we have to construct a well-defined map from cyclic to equivariant bordism. An 
element of cyclic bordism is represented by a sequence of manifolds Mn, Mn-2, .. 
all mapping into X. Given a map Mn-2j --+ X, we have 
(Sl)j X M n- 2j x t::,.j --+ (SI)j X X x t::,.j --+ ES1 XSl X 
We will glue together the n-manifolds (SI)j x Afn- 2j x t::,.j to give a closed n-
manifold M mapping into E SI x SI X. The boundary of (Sl)j x Mn-2j x t::,.j IS 
made up of 
and j + 1 copies of 
(Sl)j x M n- 2j X t::,.j-l 
First identify points in (SI )i+l X Mn-2j-2 x t::,.j with points in (SI)j x BA1n- 2j- 2 x 
t::,.j, that is, points in (SI)j x 8Mn-2j x t::,.j. 
Then, motivated by the equivalences in ESl, identify points in each face by for-
getting angles. More precisely, factor by the following relation on each (SI)j x 
Mn-2j x t::,.j 
(01,02, .. ,Oj,m,0,t}, .. ,tj) f'V (01 +a,02, .. ,0j,m,0,t1, .. ,tj) 
(01,02, .. ,0j,m,to,0 .. ,tj) f'V (01 -a,02 +a, .. ,Oj,m,to,O .. ,tj) 
(01, .. , OJ-l, OJ, m, to, tl, .. ,0, tj) f'V (01, .. , OJ-1 - a, OJ + a, m, to, tl, .. ,0, tj) 
and for points with m = (0, rh) E BMn-2j-2 = 8Mn-2j 
(01, .. , OJ-1, OJ, (0, rh), to, t1, .. , t j-1, 0) f'V (O}, .. , OJ-l, OJ-a, (O+a, rh), to, tt, .. , t j-1, 0) 
After these identifications, the components (SI)j x Jo.fn- 2j x t::,.j are joined together 
by 
(01, .. ,Oj_1,Oj,m,to,t1, .. ,tj-1,0) '" (0}, .. ,Oj-1,(0j,m),to,t}, .. ,tj-t) 
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BM"-l 
(9,.92!11.t {1 t ,.0) 
s' x M,,·2 s' xI3M,,-4 
Figure 5.1.2 The construction of NI. 
Theorem _ GiVf~n rcprc>sentatives 11/[11, Mn -2 , .. of an element of cyclic bordism, 
the space NI constructed above is a manifold. 
Proof Given a point in !VI, the neighbourhood of this point in M is obtained 
from its neighbourhood in each (Sl)j x Nln-2j x L:) after gluing by the relation 
(Bl l .. , Bj- 1, Bj , rH, to , t1, .. , tj - l , 0) '" (B1' .. , Bj- 1 , (Bj, m), to , t l , .. , tj - 1) 
Take a point in (S I )j x Mn-2j x ,6.] . Write it as 
(et , .. , ej, (ej +l , ( .. (ek- l , (ek , m)) .. )), to, .. , tl, 0, .. , 0) 
Here m is in th interior of Mn-2k, so th n 
(rh, m) E BM n - 2 k = fJM" - 2k+2 C M"- 2k+2 
and 
(ek - t , (ek , m)) E B},1n - 2k+2 = 8Mn - 2k+4 C NJ11- 2 H4 
and so on. The neighbourhood of 
(el , .. , ej, (eHl , ( .. (ek- l , (ek, m)) .. )), to , .. , tl , 0, .. , 0) 
m (S l )j x NI" -2j X ~) is a product of discs and possibly a con on an annulus. 
To justify thi s statement , I'll need to introduce some more notation; if a point m 
is in th boundary of a manifold, and h is in the interval [0 , 1) then m + h is equal 
to rn if h = 0 and otherwise i. a point in th interior of the manifold , in a collar 
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of the boundary. Consider the following maps of discs and C (A) (the ('OIl(' 011 ;1,11 
annulus) into .!VI. 
Take j + 1 ~ i ~ k - 1 , if su ch exists. Map a di sc to (S I )j x l'vIn -2j x 6 j hy 
The cone on an annulus has points (E, 1" h) where E E 51 is forgotten if l' E [0 , 1) 
and h E [0,1) arf' zero. If I < j < k then we can map a cone on an annulus into 
(S ' )j x !vIn-2j x 6 j by 
Take I + 1 ~ i ~ j - 1 then map a disc by 
Figure 5.1.3 Disc and annulus-cone neighbourhoods in M. 
There arc two maps from the interval [0,1) to consider; if I = j (the last ti I S 
non-zero) then we can map the interval [0 , 1) to (S l )j x Mn-2j x 6 j by 
If k = j (the manifold point is in the interior of Mn-2 j ) then map the interval in 
by 
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Figure 5.1.4 Interval neighbourhoods in M. 
vVe can also m ap two higher-dimensional di scs in; define a neighbourhood of 111 III 
lvf1 ,- 2k by a map 
then we can m ap D n.-2k to (5 1 )j x ]\l1 n - 2j X 6 j by 
:t f-t (Bl' .. , Bj , (Bj +1 , ( . . (Bk - l ' (Bk ' m(x) )) .. )), to , .. , il , 0 , .. , 0 ) 
Finally, define a neighbourhood of (Bl ' .. , Bl , to, .. , t l ) E (5 1)1 X 6 1; 
y f-t (e] (y), .. , el(y), to(y) , .. , tl(Y)) 
Map D 21 to (5 1 )j x Mn-2j x 6 j by 
y f-t (BI (y), .. , (h (y), el+1 .. , ej , (Bj+1) ( .. (Bk - 1 ) (Bk, m)) .. )), io(y), .. , il (Y), 0, .. , 0) 
8 
Figure 5.1.5 Higher-dimensional di sc neighbourhoods in M. 
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The neighbourhood of a point in (SI)j X Mn-2j X ,6,j is a product of the above 
images. The identifications glue together the products to give an n -ball neighbour-
hood; 
n 2 X D2 X D2 ... X n 2 x D2 x [0, 1) 
D2 X D2 X D2 ... X D2 x C(A) 
D2 x D2 X D2 ... x C(A) X D2 
D2 X D2 x C(A) ... X n2 x D2 
D2 x C(A) X D2 ... X n2 x n 2 
C (A) X D2 X D2 ... X D2 X n 2 
[0, 1) X D2. X D2 X D2 ... X n2 x D2 
fit together to form D2k-21. o 
The manifold AI has a natural map if ~ ESl XSl X because a representative 
of an element of nCn(X) has not only the spaces Mn-2j but also maps of these 
spaces into X. Apply these maps to the co-ordinate rn of (B1 , .. , Br, rn, to, .. , tr). 
This maps an ele~ent of if to ESl X Si X and the process is well-defined after 
identification in M. 
Theorem The map [Mn, Mn-2, .. ] 1-+ [111] is a well-defined map nCn(X) ~ 
nn(ESl XSl X). 
P f G· . I W n+1 wn-l b t ~fn M n- 2 d Mn ~1n-2 roo Iven an equlva ence , ,.. e ween ~~ l' 1 , .. an 2 ,~~ 2 , .. , 
we can apply the same construction to get a manifold 
{n+l)/2 U (SI)i X W n - 2i+ 1 X 6 j 
j=O 
which has appropriate boundary. 0 
To see that the map nCn(X) ~ nn(ESl XSl X) is natural, consider its effect on 
the shift exact sequence. 
5.2 The Gysin sequence. 
In this section we will prove commutativity of the following diagram 
~ nCn(X) ~ 
! 
~ nn(ES1 XSl X) ~ 
ncn - 2(x) 
! 
nn_2(ESl XSl X) 
~ nn-l(X) 
! 
~ f!n-l(X) 
where the top long exact sequence is the shift long exact sequence introduced in 4.2, 
and the lower exact sequence is the Gysin exact sequence of the bundle ES l x X --+ 
ESt XSl X. 
The Gysin sequence is proved using a long exact sequence of a pair, excision and 
the Thorn isomorphism. These hold for oriented bordism groups and an oriented 
bundle. [BtD ]. 
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The first map in the Gysin exact sequence is induced from the inclusion of a copy of 
X in ESl x S1 X. The second map is given by making a manifold transverse to the 
codimension two submanifold Ll of ES1 XS1 X, and taking the preimage of L 1 , 
giving a co dimension 2 submanifold in the domain. The third map takes a singular 
manifold in ES1 XS1 X to the pullback over the total space ES1 x X composed 
with a retraction of the total space to X. 
Lemma The first square of the diagram commutes, that is, the first Gysin map 
is equal to the composite 
Proof Take [.Mn] E nn(X). Then [Mm,~, .. ] E nCn(X) maps to [M] = [Mn]. 
The composite map leaves Mn mapping to some copy of X in ES l X S1 X. The 
Gysin map also does this, and if different copies of X are chosen, the maps are 
homotopic and so represent the same element of nn(ES1 XS1 X). 0 
Lemma The following composites are equal; 
nCn(X) --+ nn(ES1 XSl X) --+ nn_2(ES1 XSl X) 
and 
Proof The first map gives the manifold preimage of Ll of the map Sf --+ 
ES1 XS1 X. This map is already transverse to Ll and the preimage of Ll is 
Mn-2 U SI X Mn-4 x 6,1 .... as required. 0 
Lemma The composite nCn(X) --+ nn(ES1 XSl X) --+ nn+l(X) is equal to 
the map B in the ne shift exact sequence. 
Proof Take [Mn, Mn-2 .. ] in nn(X). It maps to [M] in nn(ES1 XSl X) The 
second map in the composite takes the pullback over ESl x X and maps it to X 
by collapsing ES l to a point. We want to show that this pullback is bordant to 
the singular manifold B Mn in X . 
A point in M can be expressed as 
(OI, .. ,Ok,m,to, .. ,tk) E (SI)k X M n-2k X 6,k 
where m lies in the interior of Mn-2k. The image in ES1 XSl X is 
(01 , .. , Ok, f(m), to, .. , tk) 
and the preimage of this point in ESl x X consists of 
(01 ,,,, Ok, a, -a(f(m)), to, .. , tk) 
Thus elements of the pull back are pairs 
(( 01 , .. , Ok, m, to, '" tk)' (01 , .. , Ok, a, -a(f(m )), to, .. , tk)) 
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Eliminate duplicated information in this expression by writing it as 
(O}, .. , Ok, 0:, m, to, .. , tk) 
We need to show that the pullback is bordant to BMn by presenting a manifold 
whose boundary is the disjoint union of these spaces. There is a surjective map from 
the pullback to BMn, and the mapping cylinder provides the required bordism. 
Map the pullback to BMn by 
(O}, .. ,Ok,o:,m,to, .. ,tk) 1---+ (-0:, m) 
The preimage of a point (-0:, m) in BMn (with m in the interior of Mn-2k) 
consists of 
(O}, .. , Ok, 0:, m, to, .. , tk) 
with identifications from ti = ° ,0 ::; i ::; k - 1. For fixed 0: and m there are no 
identifications when tk is zero. The preimage is in one-to-one correspondence with 
(O}, .. ,Bk,to, .. ,tk) E D2k 
Thus a point (-0:, m) with m in the interior of Mn-2k has a cone on a 2k-disc 
above it in the mapping cylinder. 
There is a disc bundle around BMn-2k in BMn-2k+2. Above each point in the disc 
around (-o:,m), there is a cone C(D2k-2) in the mapping cylinder. Considering 
these disc bundles repeatedly we have constructed a neighbourhood out of 
C(D2k) U ([0, 1) X SI X C(D2k-2)) 
U([O, 1) X SI X [0,1) X SI X C(D2k-4)) 
U([O,l) X SI X ••. [0,1) X SI X C(D2k-2T)) 
To see how these are identified, take (r, x) E D2i-2 , where r E [0,1] and x E S2i-3. 
There is a join map g: SI x I X S2i-3 ---+ S2i-I C D2i and 
(O,o:,A,(r,x)) E [0,1] X SI X C(D2i-2) 
is identified with 
(A,g(o:,r,x)) E C(D2i) 
These identifications join the cone neighbourhoods together to form a half-ball 
around (-0:, m) in the base space BMn. 
[0,1) X Si x 0 2"-2 
Figure 5.2.1 The half-ball neighbourhood in the mapping cylinder. 
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o 
Next we will show that the map from cyclic bordism to equivariant bordism is an 
isomorphism by describing the inverse map. 
5.3 A map from equivariant to cyclic bordism. 
Recall the notation Li = {(01, .. ,0r,x,O, .. ,O,ti, .. ,tr)} submanifoldsof ESt XSIX. 
So Lo = ESI XSl X. If f is a map from A to Lo, let Ao = A and make the 
map transverse to the submanifolds .. LHI C Li C .. C Lo, giving a submani-
fold sequence of preimages .. A H I C Ai C .. C Ao in A. ai E Ai has f( ai) = 
(O}, .. ,Or,x,O, .. ,O,tj, .. ,tr). The identifications in the image space make informa-
tion in 01, .. ,Oi redundant, and I'll write f(aj) = ( .. ,OHI, .. ,Or,X,O, .. ,O,tj, .. ,tr). 
The submanifold LHI in Li has a normal disc bundle given by 
where ° ::; ti ::; to for a fixed ° < to < 1. There is an induced normal disc bundle in 
Ai over Ai+l. Define tOi so that, after homotopy, the map from the disc bundle Dj 
in Ai oyer A i+1 to the tOj -disc bundle over L j+I is a bundle map. 
Define Qi = Ai\Di; Ai with the open fi- bundle over Aj+I removed. The mani-
folds Qi form an element of nCn(X), that is, aQi = B(Qi+d, but before we can 
prove this we need to make sense of the B(Qi+I)' 
First notice that the image of Qi in Li is restricted to elements with ti bounded 
away from zero. Letting ti grow to 1 provides a retraction Li \LHI ---+ X 
So there are maps Qi ---+ X given by the composite. 
Points in the bundle over Ai+l are specified by their images in Ai and in LHI. 
Take a E Ai+l, so f(a) = ( .. Oi+2, .. ,Or,X,O, .. ,O,ti+I, .. ,tr) and write the (unique) 
point in the tOi -disc over a mapping to ( .. , 0HI, 0i+2, .. , Or, X, 0, .. ,0, tj, tHI'''' t r ) as 
The boundary of Q i consists of points 
It has a circle action, on the 0HI co-ordinate, with respect to which the map to X 
is equivariant. 
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~maps here 
/' ~.-.-.• - .. -.-.-.... -.-.. -.-.-..... - ..... -.--.. -. --.-.•. -.-.--.. ----... --.-.. -.---.- ---.. -----. -'- .... - .. - .... - ... _.-...... L I 
( L,'i 
\........ I 
SI 
o 
.......... , .... 
Figure 5.3.1 The preimages Qi. 
I ) 
.. .... -..... _ ........ .. 
Theorem Given a map A --+ ESI XSl X, the sequence [Qo, Q1, .. ] constructed 
above represents an element of nCn(X). 
(Q·xS1 ) Proof BQi = '", where q E aQi has (q,a) f'V (f.q,a - f.). The homeomor-
phism BQi --+ aQi-1 takes 
(q,a) t--+ ((1,( .. ,a,B j+1, .. ,Br,x,0,,0,f.,tj , •• Jr)) 
where 
A ti - f 
tj = 2 (1 - f) 
t _ __ t::....i.......". 
J - (1 _ f)2 
and q is equal to q unless q lies in the disc bundle over Ai+1 , whose radius must lie 
between 1 and f., in which case q is obtained by mapping the radii [1, f.] linearly to 
[1,0]. This rescaling ensures that simplex co-ordinates always add up to 1, taking 
extremal values in the image if and only if they did in the domain. This map is 
wellclefined, if q E aQi then ti = f., ti = 0, q E Aj and iq = q, so 
as required. 
(iq,( .. ,a - f,Bj+1 - f, .. ,Br,x,O, .. ,O,f.,tj".,{r)) 
= (q,( .. ,a,Bi+I, .. ,Br,x,O"O,f,tj, .. ,{r)) 
The inverse map is as follows; given q E aQi-1 we have 
f(q) = ( .. ,Bj, .. ,Br,x,O, .. ,O,f,tj, .. ,tr) 
and an a E Ai with f(a) = ( .. ,Bi+l, .. ,Br,x,O, .. ,O,ij, .. ,tr). If ti > ° then a can 
be pushed away from Aj+1 giving an element of Qi+I, by mapping (0,1] --+ (f., 1]. 
The required element of BQj is represented by (Bj,a). If tj = 0 then the same 
procedure is carried out, once a value has been chosen for Bj , tj can be increased 
from zero to f.. Had a different value been chosen; Bi + a; then Bi+1 would have 
been Bi+ 1 - a and a would have been -ao'. We would have got (Bi + a, -ao') . 
But this is identified with (Bj,o') in BQi. 0 
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5.4 Theorem. The maps between nCn(X) and nn(ESl XSl X) defined in 5.1 
and 5.3 are inverse isomorphisms. 
Proof To prove that the composite from nCn(X) to itself is the identity map, 
take [Mn, Mn-2, .. ] E nCn(X) and construct the map lvl --+ ESl XSl X as in 
5.3. Recall that Sf consists of points (fJl, .. ,Bk,m,to, .. ,tk) where m lies in Mn-2k, 
under certain equivalences. To find the image of [lvl] in nn(ESl x SI X), we need 
to make Sf --+ ESt X SI X transverse to the submanifolds Li. But if is already 
transverse to these manifolds because around 
( .. Bi+h .. , Bk, m, 0, .. ,0, ti, .. , tk) E Sf 
mapping to Li, there is a disc 
(r,a) I--t ( •• a,fJi+l, .. ,fJk,m,O, .. ,O,r,ti, .. ,tk) E if 
which maps onto the disc around 
( .. fJi+l, .. ,Bk,f(m),O, .. ,O,tj, .. ,tk) E Li C Li-l 
Define Ai to be the submanifold of Sf mapping to Li 
Ai = {( .. 8i+l , .. ,8k,m,0, .. ,0,ti, .. ,tk)} 
and 
Di = {( .. 8i+l, .. ,8k,m,0, .. ,0,ti, .. ,tk): ti E [O,E)} 
This is an open disc neighbourhood of Ai+l in Ai. 
Qi = {( .. Bi+1 , •• ,8k ,m,0, .. ,0,tj, .. ,tk): ti E [E,l]} 
The boundary of Qi has a circle action (on the fJ i+1 co-ordinate) and we have 
BQi ~ fJQi-l 
The image of [Sf] in nCn(X) is [Qo, Ql, .. ]. 
To show that [Qo,Ql,"] = [A,fn,lvln-2, .. ] E nCn(X) we need sequences of man i-
folds Wi and Vi with 
Define 
fJVi ~ (fJMn- 2i U fJQi) f'V (BMn- 2i - 2 U Qi+t) 
fJWi ~ M n- 2i U Vi U Qi 
Vi f'V BWi+l 
l-Vi = {( .. fJi+l,", 8k, m, 0, .. , 0, ti, .. , tk, A) : A E [E, 1], ti E [A, In c il x I 
and 
Then 
fJVi = {( .. 8H1 , .. ,8k ,m,0, .. ,0,E,ti+}" .. ,tk,E} 
U{( .. 8i+l, .. , 8k , m, 0, .. ,0,1,0, .. ,0, I)} 
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and 
Finally, 
aWi = {(.,Oi+ l , .. , Ok , H1, 0, ,. , 0,ti,. ,, tk,e ): ti E [e,l]} 
U{( ,.Oi+ l ' .. , Ok , rn, 0, .. , 0, 1, 0, ,. , 0, 1)} 
U{(( ,.Oi+ I, ,. , Ok ,m, O, .. ,O, A,ti+I , .. ,tk, A) : A E [e,1]} 
~ Q i U M ll - 2i U Vi 
BWi = {( ,.Oi+ l , .. Ok ,rn, O, ,. , O, t i, ,.,tk , A,n)} 
with A E [e,lJ and t j E [A, 1J with identifications on Vi x 51 
( ,.Oi+l , ,.Ok, 1n, 0,,., 0, /\, ti+ I, ,. , tk , A, 0') '" ( ,.Oi+ l +0', .. 01,; , rn, 0, .. , 0, /\, t.i+ l , ,. , ik , A, 0) 
The required homeomorphism from BWj to takes 
( ,. 0 i + 1 , ,. 0 k , H 1, 0, ,. , 0, t i, .. , t k, A, 0') I---t ( •• , 0', 0 i + 1 , .. 0 k , 1TI, 0, ,. , 0, A, {i, ,., (I,; , A) 
The hats indicate scaling; ti E [A , 1 J is rescaled to {i E [0, 1 J and the other t j arc 
rcscalf'd to ensure the sum of co-ordinates remains at 1. 
M "·2,·2 
Figure 5.4.1 The composite on nCn(X) is the identity. 
This completes the proof that 
nCn(X) ---t nn(E51 x S I X) ---t nCn(X) 
is the identity map, 
Now consider the other composite, from n n(E51 x S I X) to itself. After homotopy, 
a map f: A ---t ES1 XS I X is transverse to the Li, with preimages Ai , cliscbundles 
Di around Ai+ 1 in Ai mapping by a bundle map to bundles around Li+ 1. The 
complem ent Ai \ Di is called Qi. Let <Pi : Di ---t Ai+1 be the bundle projection 
m ap, 
Take a point a E A mapping to 
( .. Oi+l , .. , Ok, x, 0, .. , 0, ti, .. , tk) 
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Either ti 2: tOi, in which case a E Qi or ti =:; tOj and <Pi ( a) E A maps to 
( .. 8i+2 , •• , 8k , X, 0, .. , 0, ti~I' .. , t'k) 
where the hats denote rescaling of simplex co-ordinates keeping the sum equal to 
1; ij = tjl(l - ti). For the rest of the proof I will supress such scaling moves. 
Either ti+l 2: tOi+l and (Pi(a) E Qi+l or we can repeat this process, eventually 
finding a j with 
1>j(1)j-l,.<P;-I(1>i(a)) .. ) E Qj+l 
The boundary of Qj is homeomorphic to BQi+l and so (0, cPj(cPj-l .. cPi-l(cPi(a)) .. )) 
defines a point in Qi+l. 
The map nn(ESl XSl X) --+ nCn(X) takes the sequence Qo, Ql, .. to a manifold 
Q mapping to X. Define a map e from A to Q by 
e(a) = ( .. 8i+I, .. ,8j , .. ,8k ,(0,(0, .. (0,(1>j(cPj-l .. 1>i-l(cPi(a)) .. )) ) .. )),O, .. ,O,tj, .. ,tk) 
There are sufficient zeros in the expression (0, (0, .. (0, (cPj(cPj-I .. cPi-l(cPi(a)) .. ))) .. )) 
to turn cPj(1)j-I .. 1>i-l(1>i(a)) .. ) E QHl into an element of Qk. Thismapisinjective, 
well-defined (check where ti = €j) and is a homeomorphism from A to Q. 
To show that A and Q represent equal elements of nn(ES1 XSl X), it is enough 
to show that after identifying the spaces with the above homeomorphism, the maps 
to E SI X SI X are homotopic. The map Q --+ X has 
e(a) f-+ ( •• 8i+l, .. ,8j, .. ,8k,!(0,(0, .. (0,(1>j(cPj-l .. cPi-l(1>i(a)) .. ))) .. )),0, .. ,0,ti, .. ,tk) 
The maps ! and 
are homotopic, we have just collapsed some disc bundles in the second case. 0 
There is a map nn(X) --+ Hn(X) using the fundamental cycle of an oriented 
manifold, 
zME Sn(Mn,oMn) 
The same construction gives a map from cyclic bordism to cyclic homology, and we 
get a commutative diagram 
-~) H (ES X X)--7) 
n-l SI 
Figure 5.4.2 The shift and Gysin exact sequences. 
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in which all the diagonal maps are canonical isomorphisms. 
The representation of a class in HCn(X) from nCn(X) is equivalent to the repre-
sentation of a class in Hn(ES1 XSl X) from nn(ESl XSl X). The representation 
of ordinary homology by bordism is discussed in [ T ] and [ BD ]. 
5.5 Periodic theories. 
In [ JDSJ2 ], Jones showed a fixed point theorem for periodic homology, based on 
complex-valued de-Rham cohomology. Define completed periodic homology to be 
the inverse limit of the sequence 
shift shift 
.. HC*+2 ---+ HC* ---+ HC*-2 ... 
Theorem If X is a smooth compact manifold with a smooth regular circle action 
and F is the submanifold of fixed points in X then 
HP*(Xj Q) ':::. HP*(Fj Q) 
In [ BRS 1 the authors define a manifold-with-coefficients. Given a group presenta-
tion, a manifold with coefficients from that group is a manifold with a co dimension 1 
singular set. Each component of the manifold away from the singular set is labelled 
by a generator of the group and each component of the singular set is labelled by 
a relation. The leaves of the non-singular set meeting a given singular point are 
labelled and oriented so that the relation at the singular point can be read off the 
leaves. 
1/2 
Figure 5.5.1 The singular set in a Q-manifold. 
We can now define diffeomorphisms of Q-manifolds, Q-manifolds with boundary 
and bordism with coefficients, nn(Xj Q), for any space X. In fact the singular 
sets in a Q-manifold can all be resolved 
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1/4+ 1/4=1/2 
Figure 5.5.2 Resolving singularities in a Q-manifold. 
and we deduce that 
Next, define a Q-manifold with a circle actions (actions have the singular set in-
variant) and check that if M is a Q-manifold whose boundary has a circle action 
then BM is a Q-manifold. Now we can use cyclic bordism with coefficients. 
Essentially all we need to do is replace the notion of 'manifold' by the notion of 
'manifold with coefficients'. The results on cyclic bordism carry through to results 
with coefficients. The shift map 
gives a definition of periodic bordism with coefficients np.(Xj Q) as the inverse 
limit. 
Using results about regular actions of Lie groups [ B ] and facts about oriented 
bordism from [ CW ], we can prove the following theorem on periodic bordism and 
fixed points. 
Theorem If X is a smooth compact manifold with a smooth regular circle action 
and F is the submanifold of fixed points in X then 
QP.(X; Q) "" QP.(Fj Q) 
This completes the work on cyclic bordism. 
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Chapter 6. Racks, definitions and examples 
In this chapter we begin by introducing racks with some examples, some algebra 
and rack tables. In the second section, the connection with framed oriented links 
is described, when we define the rack of a link. This construction gives a perfect 
invariant of non-split (irreducible) framed links, which we could use if we knew 
how to determine the isomorphism type of a rack from its presentation. We can, 
however, weaken the invariant to give invariants which are easier to use. The 
Alexander invariant is a good example of a classical invariant derived from the 
rack of a knot, and this is investigated in section three. Finally, in section four, 
we define the classifying space of a rack, which is a cubical space similar to the 
simplicial classifying space of a category, or a group, as defined by Segal [ SI ]. The 
main reference for this work is [ FR ]. See also [ HR ], [ DJ ], and for a general 
review of knot theory see [ DR ] 
6.1 Definitions and examples. 
Definitions [ FR ] 
A rack is a set equipped with a binary operation, written exponentially, 
R x R --+ Ri (a, b) ~ ab 
satisfying two axioms; 
RI for each b in R the map (h: R --+ R; a ~ ab is a bijection 
and R2 (ab)(c b ) = (ac)b for all a, b, c E R 
Notation: The inverse map of (h is written 
Oi:1(a) = ab 
Substituting d = ab into the rack identity gives the second form of the rack identity; 
d(c b ) = ((db)C)b 
Writing operators as b-1 for band b+ 1 for b, this last rack identity allows us to 
write every element of the rack (non-uniquely) as 
b <t b <,. al'" r 
where €i are ±1 and a, bi are rack elements. The omitted brackets here would be 
( .. ((a b1 <1)b 2<2) •• )br <r 
Each rack has two groups associated to it; the associated group and the operator 
group. The associated group of R, called Asgp(R) , is generated by the rack 
elements with relations d 'V b-1cb whenever d = cb in the rack. The operator 
group Opgp( R) is a quotient of the associated group, with relations defined by 
a'V b whenever a and b are equivalent as operators; ca = cb for all c in the rack. 
A quandle is a rack with aa = a for all elements a. 
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Examples of racks 
Permutation racks. If p is a permutation of the symbols {I, 2 .. , n} then define 
a rack structure on this set by 
ij=p(i) 
When p is the identity permutation this gives the trivial rack Tn, and when p 
is an n-cycle then we get the cyclic rack with n elements en. The operator 
group of a permutation rack is the trivial group, and the associated group is free 
abelian on the orbits of the permutation. We can see this by putting i = j into 
i j = j-lij = p(i). This identifies elements of an orbit, and then i j = j-lij = p(i) 
becomes [j]-I [i][j] = [i] showing commutativity of the orbits. 
Conjugation racks. If G is a group, define ab = b-Iab. The resulting rack 
is the conjugation rack of G, written Gconj or conj(G). If G is abelian then 
Gconj is a trivial rack. There is an adjunction giving a one-to-one correspondence 
between the group homomorphisms from the associated group of R to G and rack 
homomorphisms from R to the conjugation rack of G. 
Core racks. If G is a group, define ab = ba -1 b. 
Coset racks. Given a group G and subgroups HI, H2'''' elements 91,92, .. such 
that for all i, j, there exists a normal subgroup of G; Nij; with 
[Hj ,9j] C Nij CHi 
then the coset rack [G,HI ,H2, .. ,9I,92, .. ] has elements XHi for x E G subject to 
(wiHdVjHj) = Vj9/VjwHi 
Coset racks are studied extensively in [ HR ], generalising the following result from 
[ DJ ]. 
Lemma An arbitrary quandle can be represented as a rack [G,HI ,H2, .. ,gI,g2,"] 
for some subgroups Hi and elements gi belonging to the centralizer of Hi. 
If S is an abelian group, with an isomorphism J-L: S ---t S and a homomorphism 
A: S ---t S with J-LA = AIL and A(J-L + A - 1) = 0 then ab = J-La + Ab gives a rack 
structure on S. 
The Alexander rack. Let S = Z[t, t- I ], J-L multiplication by t, A multiplication 
by (1 - t). 
A finite Alexander quotient. Let S = Zn, J-L multiplication by a, A multipli-
cation by (1 - a) where a is coprime to n. 
The dihedral rack. Let S = Z n, where n is odd, J-L multiplication by 2, A 
multiplication by -1. This is a subrack of the conjugation rack of the dihedral 
group D 2n and it is an example of a finite Alexander quotient. 
The reflection rack. Let S be IR nand J-L( x) = 2x, A( x) = -x. 
The sphere rack. Take x and y in sn-l. Consider the line through the origin 
and y in IR n and reflect the point x in that line. The resulting point on the sphere 
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in x Y • Alternatively, we can describe x Y as the point on the geodesic through x 
and y which is the same distance away from y as x, but in the opposite direction. 
The projective rack is obtained by identifying antipodal points on the sphere 
rack. 
For finite racks we can draw a rack table, for example 
a b 
a a a 
b b b 
Figure 6.1.1 The rack table of C2 • 
This is the rack conjZ2. The group is abelian, so xY = x for all x, y. Alternatively, 
it may be viewed as the trivial rack on two elements, the cyclic rack on two elements 
or the zero-dimensional sphere rack. 
In a dihedral group, D2i, say, with elements {I, a, b, ab, '" bi - 1 , abi - 1 } subject to 
relations a2 = bi = 1 and aba = b-1 , we have conjugations of the form 
(bi)(bi ) = bi 
(bi / abi ) = b- i 
(abi)(bi ) = abi+2j 
(abi)(abi ) = ab2j- i 
so the rack table of conj D6 looks like 
1 b b2 a ab ab2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
b b b b b2 b2 b2 
b2 b2 b2 b2 b b b 
a a ab2 ab a ab2 ab 
ab ab a ab2 ab2 ab a 
ab2 ab2 ab a ab a ab2 
Figure 6.1.2 The rack table of conj D6 . 
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The dihedral rack would have only three elements, and its rack table is the bottom 
right-hand quarter of this one. 
Tables of permutation racks look like this: 
a b c d e f 9 
a b b b b b b b 
b 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
c f f f f f f f 
d d d d d d d d 
e e e e e e e e 
f c c c c c c c 
9 a a a a a a a 
Figure 6.1.3 The table of a permutation rack. 
A rack homomorphism 8: R --+ 5 has 8(ab) = 8(a)8(b). An equivalence relation 
on rack R with the property that 
ab '" cd whenever a '" c and b '" d 
is called a congruence and we can construct the quotient rack. Elements of 
the quotient rack are equivalence classes, with the binary operation defined by 
[a]lb1 = [ab]. The free rack on n symbols {at, .. , an} is the set of ai where v 
lies in the free group on {a}, .. ,an } and the rack identity has (av)(b W ) = avw-lbw. 
The rack is written F R < at, .. , an >. A rack presentation has generators and 
relations: build up the free rack on the generators and find the smallest equivalence 
relation satisfying the relations and the above property. The quotient rack gives 
the rack of the presentation. Rack presentations are discussed in detail in [ FR ]. 
The free product of two racks has a presentation with generating set equal to the 
disjoint union of the racks and relations corresponding to equations ab = c in either 
of the two racks. This gives the categorical sum. Another product; the cartesian 
product; has elements from the cartesian product of the sets with rack structure 
(a,p)(b,q) = (ab,pq). This is the categorical product. 
6.2 Racks from links. 
In [ FR ], the authors give a definition of the (fundamental) rack of an arbitrary 
tranversely oriented framed codimension 2 link. Here we will concentrate on codi-
mension 2 links in S3, where orientation of 53 and orientation of a link give a 
transverse orientation (an orientation on the disc bundle). Equivalence of framed 
links is under maps which preserve the transverse orientation and framing. If L is 
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a framed oriented link, we can think of the framing characterised by a ribbon with 
one side equal to L, and we can define the rack of the link as follows. Draw a framed 
diagram of the link and label the arcs of the diagram with symbols aI, a2, .. , an. 
These will generate the rack of the link, and the relations come from the crossings 
as follows 
Figure 6.2.1 The relators of the rack of a link. 
Note that the orientation of the underpass is irrelevant when writing down these 
relations. The rack of the trivially framed unknot is the trivial rack with one 
element. If the framing is non-trivial, we have a diagram 
n-l n-2 
Figure 6.2.2 The rack of a twisted unknot. 
giving relations 01 = 1,12 = 2, .. , (n - 1)0 = o. The rack of this link is the cyclic 
rack on n elements because 
so 
- _ -,(i-I) -(i-I) _ :y z-z ,z -z 
;(j-l) __ ;j -j -k ~ • , z =z 
for all i, j and k. 
The rack of a disjoint union of links (the sum of the links) is the free product of the 
racks of the links (the 'sum' of the racks). 
The rack of a framed oriented, non-split link classifies the link up to equivalence of 
pairs. This is proved in [ FRS ]. We can see that the rack is invariant under regular 
isotopy Reidemeister moves by considering how the presentation changes. 
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If two diagrams differ by Reidemeister move two then two extra generators are 
introduced with relations rendering them redundant. 
Figure 6.2.3 Reidemeister move two. 
If they differ by Reidemeister move three then the rack identity is exactly what is 
required to make the rack presentations equivalent. 
Figure 6.2.4 Reidemeister move three. 
The rack of a link is an invariant of the link, but it is hard to look at two rack 
presentations and decide whether the racks are isomorphic. We can make this 
invariant easier to use by weakening it. Here are some invariants arising from the 
rack of a link in a natural way. 
The total-writhe. A framed oriented link diagram has the total writhe of each 
component equal to a multiple of n if and only if there exists a rack homomorphism 
from the rack of the link to the cyclic rack of order n. 
Colouring. A link is three-colourable if and only if there is a homomorphism from 
the rack of the link to the three-element dihedral rack. 
6.3 The Alexander mod ule. [ BJS ] 
During the following construction of the Alexander invariant, the link in question is 
a knot. The Alexander invariant of a knot is derived from the infinite cyclic cover 
of the knot exterior. First, construct a cellular decomposition of the knot exterior; 
the three-sphere with an open neighbourhood of the knot removed. Take a knot 
]{ in S3 and project it to a knot diagram in S2 as a subset of S3. Choose an 
'outside' and an 'inside' of S2 in S3. The words 'up' and 'top' will refer to the 
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outside component of the complement. We can reconstruct ]{ (up to isotopy) in 
S3 by pushing the strands up or down as appropriate near crossings in S2. 
The knot exterior has a cell decomposition consisting of 
two 3-balls, 
three 2-cubes at each crossing (one over the overpass, 
one 2-cube 
one between the strands and one under the underpass), 
for each region of S2 
two 
eight 
two 
and four 
2-cubes 
I-cells 
I-cells 
vertices 
less a neighbourhood of the diagram, 
along each arc between crossings, 
for each crossing (across each 
of the strands near the crossing), 
between each crossing along the sides of the arc 
at each crossing 
A crossing in the link diagram four vertices, three 2-cubes and eight I-cells 
for each crossing 
Figure 6.3.1 A cellular decomposition of a knot exterior. 
Within homotopy-equivalence we can contract one of the 3-balls (the top one) to a 
basepoint. The space that remains has cell decomposition 
one 3-ball, 
two 2-cubes 
one 2-cube 
four I-cells 
and one vertex, 
at each crossing 
(one between the strands and one under the underpass), 
along each arc between crossings, 
for each crossing (bounding the underpass 2-cube) 
the basepoint 
Now collapse the 2-cube along the arcs between crossings to a I-cube below the arc. 
The space now has 
one 3-ball, 
two 2-cubes at each crossing 
(one between the strands and one under the underpass), 
four I-cells for each crossing with pairs from adjacent crossings identified 
this amounts to one per arc of the diagram less crossings. 
and one vertex, the basepoint 
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The first homotopy group of this space is generated by loops down from the base-
point passing under each arc of the knot diagram. Finally, collapse the middle 2-cell 
in each crossing to a one-cube looping under the overpass. This collapse identifies 
the fundamental group generators passing under the overpass on each side of a 
crossing. This leaves 
one 3-ball, 
one 2-cube 
one I-cell 
and one vertex, 
at each crossing 
(the one under the underpass), 
for each arc of the diagram including crossings. 
the basepoint 
The fundamental group of this space is generated by the I-cells (in correspondence 
with the arcs of the knot diagram). Near each 2-cell there are three generating loops, 
one under the overpass, called a, say, and one under the underpass on each side of 
the crossing, called band ba. Each 2-cell gives a relation of the form abaa-Ib- I . 
So ba = a-I ba in the fundamental group. 
We now construct the infinite cyclic cover of this space. We shall use t as a generator 
of the infinite cyclic group, and there is a vertex for each ti. There are I-cells tia 
from t i+ I to t i , and 2-cells wi th boundary reading ta, ba, a -I , ( t b) -1. The homology 
of this space is the homology of the sequence 
o ---+ Z[t, rl] ---+ Z[t, t-I](crossings) ---+ Z[t, t-I](arcs) ---+ Z[t, t-I] ---+ 0 
We are interested in the first homology group of this space. The image of the 
boundary map from 2-chains to I-chains is generated by expressions of the form 
tb + a - ba - ta 
The boundary map sends a I-cell tia to ti+l_ti. As a Z[t,t-I]-module, the kernel 
is generated by the differences a - w, b - w,.... for some I-cell (some arc of the 
diagram) w. 
Consider the matrix representation of the boundary map on 2-cells. It has n 
columns (one for each 2-cell) and n rows (one for each I-cell). With respect to 
bases of the individual cells, the columns of the matrix are all zeros except for -1, 
t and 1 - t. Change the basis of the image space to a - w, b - w, .... where w is the 
last in our old basis. The matrix will change to one with only n - 1 rows, we have 
added all the rows except the last to the last row and then missed out the last row. 
The 3-balls in the covering space have boundary which must map to zero under the 
next boundary map. We can choose a 3-ball whose image has a single occurrence 
of some 2-cell in its boundary. The boundary of the 3-ball gives a dependence in 
the relations, and allows us to forget one of the columns of the matrix. 
The matrix has now been reduced to an n - 1 by n - 1 matrix, and the Alexander 
invariant is the cokernel of the matrix. 
Any Z[t, rI]-module becomes a rack under ab = ta+(l-t)b. Call racks from such 
constructions Z[t, t-I] -racks. There are natural definitions of Z[t, t-I] -subracks, 
Z[t, rI]-rack homomorphisms and so on. 
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The universal property of the Alexander module 
The Alexander module of a knot K is a universal Z[t, el]-rack under the property 
that there exists a rack homomorphism from the rack of the knot to the Alexander 
module. 
This means that there is a rack homomorphism from R( K) to the Alexander mod-
ule, and if M is another Z[t, t-I]-rack with a homomorphism from R(K) to M 
then the map factors uniquely through the Alexander module. 
Proof Label the arcs of a knot diagram XI, .. , Xn (for the purposes of generating 
the rack of the link) and label them in the same order at, .. , an-I omitting the last 
(to generate the Alexander module). 
We need to produce a map from R(L) to the Alexander module which is a rack 
homomorphism. This map is defined on the generators, sending Xi to ai for i less 
than nand Xn to o. 
Also, if we are given a Z[t, t-I]-rack M and homomorphism </>: R(L) --+ M, we 
need a unique rack homomorphism from the Alexander module to M. The complet-
ing map is defined by ai 1-+ </>(Xi). This is necessary and sufficient for commutativity 
of the following diagram 
Alex(L) 
/ L 
R(L) --+ M 
Figure 6.3.2 The universal property of the Alexander rack. 
o 
6.4 The Classifying space of a rack. 
Cubical sets, classifying spaces and species (or trunks) are introduced and discussed 
in [ FRS ]. The classifying space of a rack is defined using a cubical complex, the 
n-cubes correspond to n-tuples in the product X x ... x X. There is a single O-cube, 
the basepoint, and the cubes are glued by the boundary maps 
The classifying space, BR, is the realisation, without degeneracies, of this cubical 
set. Usually, there is no topology specified on R, and we assume the discrete 
topology. If R has a topology, then the above construction gives a cubical space, 
and the classifying space is the realisation, without degeneracies of that cubical 
space. The classifying space of a rack is also referred to as the rack space. When 
the rack came from a link, all the familiar topological invariants of this space are 
invariants of the link. 
There is an analogy between categories and trunks. A category is a set of objects 
with edges (morphisms) between them and specified triples of edges (commuting 
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triangles). The classifying space of a category is a simplicial set whose n-simplices 
are generated by n-tuples of edges whose 2-faces are all specified (commuting) 
triangles. In the cubical case, we define a trunk, having objects and edges between 
them with specified oriented squares of edges (these specified squares are four-tuples 
of edges). The edges do not have a composition map, so these preferred squares 
are not commuting diagrams of edges. The classifying space of a trunk is a cubical 
realisation, where all the 2-faces of each n-cube are one of the specified squares. The 
trunk of a rack has one object (the basepoint), edges in one-to-one correspondence 
with the rack elements and preferred squares are in one-to-one correspondence with 
pairs of racks elements (r, s), the four-tuple is (r, s, rS , s). 
S s 
I~ I' 
r 
Figure 6.4.1 A preferred square. 
It is easy to see that isomorphic racks have homeomorphic classifying spaces. 
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Chapter 7. The second homotopy group of a rack space 
In this chapter we discuss two methods of calculating the second homotopy group 
of the classifying space of a rack. Racks give link invariants, so homotopy groups of 
classifying spaces of racks do as well. The first method of calculation is algebraic, 
and depends upon a cellular construction of the universal cover of a cubical space. 
This method is used explicitly to find the second homotopy group of the cyclic rack 
of order 2. The algebra is unwieldy by hand, but there may be scope for writing 
a computer program to deal with larger racks. The second method of calculation 
(geometric) uses transversality of homotopy representatives; we can ensure that 
preimages of certain points in the classifying space form link diagrams in the sphere, 
and manipulation of such link diagrams in bordism gives homotopy of the 2-spheres 
([ FRS D. This method is applied to find the second homotopy group of the trivial 
rack, all the cyclic racks, and all the permutation racks. This geometric approach 
is much easier to use, but it would be hard to program a computer to apply such a 
method. 
The fundamental group of JaR is calculated, as for any CW-complex with a single 
vertex, using the I-cells as generators and the 2-cells to provide relations. 
7fl(JaR) = < rE R I srss-tr- t > = < r ER I r S = s-t rs > = Asgp(R) 
In particular, 7ft (IBR( L)) is the fundamental group of the link. Other examples: 
7fl (IBTn) :: Zn 
7fl (Jaen ) '" Z 
7.1 Algebraic calculation of the second homotopy group. 
If X is a cell complex with a single O-cell then 
7f2(X) :: 7f2(X(3») :: 7f2(X(3») :: H2(X<3») 
where X(3) is the 3-skeleton of X and the tilde indicates universal cover. 
The universal cover of a cubical complex 
Let X be a connected cubical complex with a single vertex, the basepoint, and let 
bif be the inclusion of the (i,f) face of a cube. An attaching map of a k-cube, if, 
composes with the boundary inclusion to give f/b i f as a k -I-face of the k-cube. 
For each bi f , choose a path in the i -skeleton of [k from the basepoint of [k to the 
basepoint of the face bjf([k-l). This path u/k is unique up to homotopy in the 
cube [k, and we can compose with the attaching map to give 
a loop in X. 
j .kH.fk _ ,J,Ek J v I - or ji 
Define X as a cubical complex with the set of k-cubes indexed by 7fl (X) X {k cubes of X} 
The attaching map of a k-cell in X is defined on each face; the face ([el, e/)b/ IS 
identified with the k -I-cube ([e][f/u/k],b/e/). 
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Lemma This cubical complex is well-defined. 
We need to check the attachment of double-boundaries, for example if i > j then 
the maps 8/ j 8/i and 8iEi8j_l Ej on /k-2 are equal. (for k ~ 2). The faces 
([e], e k )8/j 8/i and ([e]' ek)8iEi8j_l Ej 
are identified with the k - 2-cells 
([e][ 4> y k][ 4>~i(k-l)], ek 8? 8;i) and ([e][4>1ik][4>(~~;)I)], ek 8;i 8(~_1») 
It remains to check that 
[4>yk][4>:i(k-l)] = [4>:ik][4>(~~;)I)] 
that is, two paths from the origin of the k-cube to the origin of a certain k - 2-face 
are homotopic in X. This is true because a k-cube is simply-connected. 0 
Theorem The cubical space X is the universal cover of X. 
Proof First show that the projection map ([p], x) H X is a covering map and 
then show that the space X is connected and simply connected. 
Above x E X there is a copy of 11"1 (X) j ([PI], x), ([P2], x), '" ([Pn], x),,,. Each cell in 
X attaching to x E X j x E ej8i has copies in X ([pd, ej), ([P2], ej), '" ([Pn], ej),,,. 
The cell ([Pi], ej) attaches to ([Pj] , x) if and only if 
([Pj],x) E ([pd,ej)8: = ([Pilf4>ik],ej8n 
if and only if 
The neighbourhood of a point in X consists of points in the interior of a cell (if 
x is in the interior of a cell) and points near the boundaries of cells which attach 
at x. In X we have the same interior points in the copy of the cube, and a 
unique copy of each attached cell attaching in the same way. Thus sufficiently small 
neighbourhoods lift to disjoint copies of the base neighbourhood, and we have an 
even covermg. 
" This covering property allows us to lift paths from X to X. Given two points 
([pd, Xl) and ([P2], X2) in the cover, find a path between Xl and X2 in X, G', and 
lift it to a path in X starting at ([PI], xt}. If the endpoint of this path is ([a], X2) 
then lift the path G'a-1p2 from ([P1],X1). This gives a path in the cover from 
([pd, Xl) to ([P2], X2)' SO X is path-connected. 
To see that X is simply-connected. take a loop in the covering space. Homotope 
it to a word in the edges of X. An edge in the lift is ([p],ej) from ([p],*) to 
([p][ej]' *). A path of edges in the cover from the basepoint is a sequence in which 
adjacent edges are related by one of the following four moves 
'" ([p], e), ([p][ el, f), " 
'" ([p], e), ([p][ e ][f] -1 , J) -1 , " 
'" ([p], e) -1 , ([p], J), " 
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.. , ([p], e) -I , ([p ][f] -I , f) -I , .. 
These four are described in the following single expression 
1+<1 -1+<2 
.. ,([p],el)t 1 ,([p][el]-2-[e2] 2 ,e2t2 , •• 
A path in the cover is determined by the sequence of pairs ei, €i • Such a path 
is a loop in the cover if and only if the path e~1 e~2 .. e~n is null-homotopic in X. 
Null-homotopic word-paths in X can be reduced to the null-word under moves of 
inserting or deleting boundaries of 2-cubes and inserting or deleting cancelling pairs 
et, e- f • If these moves lift to alter the path in the cover appropriately, we'll reduce 
the loop in the covering space to the null-loop. 
Insert the boundary of the 2-cell e2 in X. We want to lift the loop 
(e2 bg)( e2 b~ )( e2 b~ ) -I (e2 br)-I 
1+<j -1+<j+l . 
The last edge in this word is equal to ([p][ej] 2 [ej+l] 2 ,ei+dfH1 by homo-
topy through e2 in X. The new four edges in the sequence of edges in X form the 
1+< . 
boundary of the lift ([p][ej]~, e2) in the cover, so the homotopy type of the loop 
in X is unchanged. 
A 11' . t -t' fj tj+l l'ft t cancemgpalre,e mej,ei+l 1 s 0 
1+<j .::..!±! 1+<j -1-< 
... ( [p], e i Y j , ([p][ e i ] 2 [ e ] 2 , e) t, ([p][ e i ] 2 [ e ] t [ e ]-2- , e) - t , 
1+<j -1+<j+l 
The last of these is equal to ([p][ei] 2 (ei+l] 2 ,ei+dtH1 • The two new edges 
are equal and opposite, cancelling in X. The sequence of moves reducing the 
edge-word to the null-word in X also reduces the loop in the covering space to a 
homotopic null-word. All loops are contractible in X 0 
The j -dimensional chain groups for cellular homology of X are given by Z7rl(X) 0 
C(j) where C(j) is the cellular chain group for X. We need to calculate the 
homology of 
Z7rI(X) 0 C(3) ---+ Z7rl(X) 0 C(2) ---+ Z7rI(X) 0 C(l) 
The boundary maps are extended from their action on the cells; the image of ([p], ei ) 
IS L (_l)i( -lY([p], ej)bi 
l$i$i, tE{O,!) 
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An example: ?T2(lffiC2) Let X be lffiC2. Here is the rack table for C2 
a b 
a b b 
b a a 
The one-cells in the classifying space are labelled a and b. The two-cells give 
homotopy relators aab -1 a-I, abb -1 b -1, baa -1 a -} and bba -1 b -1 from the cells 
e(a,a), e(a,b), e(b,a), e(b,b) respectively. This leaves 
?Tl (lffiC2 ) :: Z 
with generator either a or b. 
The set of j -cells in the universal cover is 7r} (X) X {j -cells of X} f'V Z X (C2 )i We 
can write I-cells in the covering space X in the form e(n,a), e(n,b), the 2-cells as 
e( n, a, a), e( n, a, b), e( n, b, a) and e( n, b, b) and so on. To calculate the boundaries 
of these cells, we change the element of the fundamental group (n) according to a 
path from the origin of the cube to the origin of the face under consideration. 
xY 
n+l xY 
y. y 
e(n,x,y) 
81 + I 
80 0 x Y 
~o -
Figure 7.1.1 A boundary in the universal cover. 
As a result we get 
boundary : 2-cells --+ 
e(n, a, a) t-+ 
e(n, a, b) t-+ 
e(n,b,a) t-+ 
e(n, b, b) t-+ 
I-cells 
-e(n, a) + e(n, a) + e(n + 1, b) - e(n + 1, a) 
-e(n,a) + e(n,b) + e(n + 1,b) - e(n + 1,b) 
-e(n, b) + e(n, a) + e(n + 1, a) - e(n + 1, a) 
-e(n, b) + e(n, b) + e(n + 1, a) - e(n + 1, b) 
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le. 
boundary l 2-cells --+ 
e(n, a, a) ~ 
e(n, a, b) ~ 
e(n, b, a) ~ 
e(n, b, b) ~ 
I-cells 
e(n + 1, b) - e(n + l,a) 
-e(n, a) + e(n, b) 
-e(n,b) + e(n,a) 
e(n + 1, a) - e(n + 1, b) 
The kernel of this map is generated by chains 
e(n, a, a) + e(n + 1, b, a) 
e( n, a, a) + e( n, b, b) 
e(n, a, b) + e(n, b, a) 
Call these generators X n , Yn , Zn respectively. 
boundary : 3-cells --+ 2-cells 
e(n, a, a, a) ~ +e(n, a, a) -e(n, a, a) +e(n, a, a) 
-e(n + 1, b, b) +e(n + 1, b, a) -e(n + 1, a, a) 
e(n,a,a,b) ~ +e(n,a,a) -e(n,a,b) +e(n,a,b) 
-e(n + 1, b, b) +e(n + 1, b, b) -e(n + 1, a, b) 
e(n,a,b,a) ~ +e(n,a,b) -e(n,a,a) +e(n,b,a) 
-e(n + 1, b, a) +e(n + 1, b, a) -e(n + 1, b, a) 
e(n, a, b, b) ~ +e(n, a, b) -e(n, a, b) +e(n, b, b) 
-e(n + 1, b, a) +e(n + 1, b, b) -e(n + 1, b, b) 
e(n,b,a,a) ~ +e(n,b,a) -e(n,b,a) +e(n,a,a) 
-e(n + l,a,b) +e(n + l,a,a) -e(n + l,a,a) 
e(n, b, a, b) ~ +e(n, b, a) -e(n, b, b) +e(n, a, b) 
-e(n + 1, a, b) +e(n + 1, a, b) -e(n + 1, a, b) 
e(n,b,b,a) ~ +e(n,b,b) -e(n,b,a) +e(n,b,a) 
-e(n + 1, a, a) +e(n + 1, a, a) -e(n + 1, b, a) 
e(n,b,b,b) ~ +e(n,b,b) -e(n,b,b) +e(n,b,b) 
-e(n + 1, a, a) +e(n + 1, a, b) -e(n + 1, b, b) 
This simplifies to 
boundary : 3-cells --+ 2-cells 
e(n,a,a,a)~ X n- Yn+l 
e(n,a,a,b) ~ X n- Zn+l 
e(n,a,b,a) ~ Zn- Xn 
ten, a, b, b) ~ Yn- Xn 
e(n,b,a,a) ~ X n- Zn+l 
e(n,b,a,b) ~ X n- Yn +Zn- Zn+l 
e(n, b, b,a) ~ Yn- Xn 
e(n,b,b,b) ~ Yn- Xn +Zn+1-Yn+l 
We have Xn = Yn = Zn = Yn+1 for all n and the second homology of the covering 
space has a single generator, 
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7.2 A geometric approach to 7r2 of a classifying space, [ FRS]. 
Given a map f mapping S2 to lItR, we can use homotopy until it falls into the 2-
skeleton. Then make it transverse to the centres of 2-cells. The preimages of these 
points have a neighbourhood mapping homeomorphically onto a neighbourhood 
of the centre of the appropriate 2-cell of lItR. Push points mapping outside this 
neighbourhood to the boundary of the 2-cell. Then all points mapping to 2-cells 
belong to a homeomorphic preimage. Now do the same for the centres of the 1-
cells, giving I-manifolds in S2 with a neighbourhood of preimages. Locally the 
preimage neighbourhood maps to lItR simply by projection onto a normal fibre 
identified with the I-cell. The rest of the sphere maps to the basepoint of lItR. 
After such homotopy, the map can be encoded by a framed link diagram whose 
arcs (the preimage of I-cell centres) are labelled by rack elements and the crossings 
(preimages of 2-cell centres) have labels changing according to the following rule 
, 
, ( , : r S : , , 
, , 
, , 
••••••• of •• ' 
: .......... ~.- ..... . 
_)s : : 
. , 
, , 
, i 
: ( -, : rS: 
, , 
, , 
, , 
...... ' . 
S• ••••. :. • •. • ....... . I ~ ............ . 
- < ~ ~ i
: . 
..... :) : 
.. .... {. .... . 
. .. ....... : ........ 
: r: .... 
. . 
. , 
, , 
, 
...... : J : 
.. :'oo .... .... .. ......... ,~ ............ .. 
. , 
, , 
" r ,.' 
, 
Figure 7.2.1 Crossings in transverse preimage diagrams. 
Here framing and orientation of diagrams are identified by the following rule 
~ ............. . .. .. . .... - ........... . 
.... " .. 
. -
Figure 7.2.2 The orientation convention. 
Homotopy between representatives is cobordism of such link diagrams with added 
rules for passing through the 3-cells. 
Theorem There is a one-to-one correspondence between 7r2(lItR) and the set of 
link diagrams which are framed (or oriented, in oriented S2) and labelled by rack 
elements, under equivalence of birth, death, bridging between equally labelled arcs 
and Reidermeister moves 2 and 3. 
Proof A cobordism between link diagrams has singular points at maxima and 
minima of the surface allowing birth and death of unknots, 
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Figure 7.2.3 A minimum in the framed surface. 
at saddle points of the surface allowing bridging of arcs 
Figure 7.2.4 A saddle point in the framed surface. 
at maxima and minima of the lines of crossings giving Reidermeister move 2 
Figure 7.2.5 A minimum in the line of singular points. 
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Finally, passing the surface through 3-cells gives Reidermeister move 3. 
t 
rst 
............. 
t -~ ~ .~ s(:_~ .. ~_X· : t 
r t ' , , " 
, " 
: ' ) .: 
t " : . .. s , '. .........• 
t 
t 
rst 
st ,.- --f-----, 
, . . 
.t' : : t 
'-V . I 
, .) , 
: : rS : 
t: k- ..... ;} 
:... >.·s 
" /.. ' . ...  ...... 
r r r 
Figure 7.2.6 Boundaries of 3-cubes in the classifying space. 
o 
7.3 Calculation of 71"2 (JaR) where R is the trivial rack with one element. 
Take a framed oriented diagram labelled by the rack. It represents a homotopy 
clafls. In this case every arc is labelled by the single rack element, and bridging can 
be applied between any pair of oppositely oriented arcs. Apply the following move 
near every crossing on the diagram 
Figure 7.3.1 Bridging near a crossing. 
The resulting diagram has the same number of crossings as before, but ignoring 
the twists, it consists of unlinked unknots. Either an unknot has no twists in it, in 
which case we can kill it using birth and death, or it has some twists in it. Apply the 
following move near each twist until the whole diagram is a sum of figures-of-eight. 
~ 
\ . . ' . --.' . 
Figure 7.3.2 Splitting off a crossing. 
A figure of eight can be drawn without a orientation 
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Figure 7.3.3 Orientation of the figure of eight. 
and we can talk about right-handed or left-handed figures of eight according to 
the sign of the crossing. Under the moves above, right-handed and left-handed 
figures-of-eight cancel out 
Figure 7.3.4 Inverse figures of eight. 
Thus every knot diagram reduces to a sum of figures of eight and the generator is 
explicit. 
The rest of the 
two-sphere maps 
( to "" ""'poinl 
map onto the one-cube 
--. 
Figure 7.3.5 A generator. 
This generator is of infinite order because manipulation of a diagram representing 
a homotopy class leaves the writhe of the diagram invariant. The writhe of the 
diagram representative is the number of generators it splits up into. 
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7.4 Calculation of 7r2 (RCn ), the cyclic rack. 
Here the link diagrams representing homotopy classes are labelled by the rack C n 
and crossings look like 
J 
i+l 
----
Figure 7.4.1 A crossing. 
Adding a twist (only allowed if you also add the opposite twist) changes the labels 
thus 
(. ~i 
'"""--
i+l 
Figure 7.4.2 Introducing opposite twists by bridging. 
All the labels are integers mod n so given any pair i, j, we can add enough twists 
to the i -labelled arc to change the label to a j 
Figure 7.4.3 Changing the label on an arc. 
Do this near each crossing on the underpass 
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i+l j j-l i+l 
Figure 7.4.4 Changing the label near a crossing. 
and using Reidermeister moves 2 and 3 move the twists under the overpass 
Figure 7.4.5 Changing the label at a crossing. 
Now we can undo all crossings by bridging between equally labelled oppositely 
oriented arcs 
Figure 7.4.6 Bridging near crossings. 
This reduces the link diagram to twisted unlinked unknots, as in the previous cal-
culation, and each of these must have a multiple of n twists. Opposite twists cancel 
out and the unknots split after each n twists into the following. 
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Figure 7.4.7 A generator. 
Every Cn -labelled link diagram is bordant to an integer sum of this generator. The 
generator is seen to be of infinite order using a writhe argument on diagram repre-
sentatives, as in the trivial rack case. Deduce that 
Consistent labelling on a diagram representative ensures that the writhe is a multiple 
of n. The integer corresponding to that element of 7r2(ECn) is the writhe divided 
by n. 
7.5 Calculation of 7r2(EPp) , any permutation rack. 
If a link diagram is labelled by the permutation rack Pp then the crossings look like 
Figure 7.5.1 A crossing. 
Either i and j are in the same orbit of p or they are not. If they are in the same 
orbit, we can take the crossing apart leaving twists as in the cyclic rack case. If i 
and j are in different orbits then we can reverse the crossing as follows 
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~ ) 
<6)j -L---r 
~~-r 
-i-~)~ 
_ .. )~n J ~,~ ________ ~____ ~p_L-_i) 
I 
) -i-~ J p(i) 
I 
~j£ 
~~ J p(i2. 
L 
Figure 7.5.2 Reversing crossings. 
\Ve are left with a sum of generators, a twisted unknot for each orbit with a minimal 
positive number of twists (the number of twists required is the length of the orbit), 
and linked unknots for each pair of orbits. 
~j 
Figure 7.5.3 A generator. 
We can change each label on this orbit by rotating the appropriate unknot, and we 
only need one generator per pair of orbits. The number of generators required is 
then k(k + 1)/2 where k is the number of orbits of the premutation p. 
Further work on the second homotopy group. 
In [ FRS], it was proved that if L is a link which has r non-trivial non-split 
components then the second homotopy group of the classifying space is free abelian 
on 7' generators. 
In particular, taking L as the disjoint union of two figures of eight, the rack of the 
link is generated by a and b, say, subject to relations aa = a and bb = b. Elements 
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of this rack are of the form aW or bW with w in the free group generated by a and 
b. As a result of the theorem, 7r2 (lBR( L)) ~ Z r '" Z2. Every link diagram labelled 
with rack elements should be reducible under bridging moves and framed isotopy 
to a sum of the figures of eight. 
An algorithm for reducing any link labelled by the rack {a W , bW } to figures of eight 
must include a method of cancelling crossings between arcs labelled aW and arcs 
labelled bW • Such an algorithm is a first step to finding a geometric proof of the 
theorem, we need to reduce any link diagram labelled by R(L) to a sum of the 
non-trivial components of L. We must be able to eliminate crossings between arcs 
labelled by rack elements from different operator group orbits. 
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Chapter 8. The second homotopy group of Alexander quotients 
In this chapter we use the geometric approach to find the second homotopy group 
of a complex family of racks. In all the previous calculations we have been able 
to simplify a link diagram homotopy representative by undoing or detaching the 
crossings. This is because the label on the overpass is unimportant in a permutation 
rack. Here, some more subtle manoeuvring is required. The chapter finishes with 
an application, we describe an explicit set of generators for the second homotopy 
group of the dihedral rack of order 3. 
8.1 On Alexander quotients. 
Define a family of racks called Ra on the set Zn with ii = ai + (1- a)j . To satisfy 
the rack laws, a must be invertible. For example the dihedral rack has i j = 2i - j . 
From now on, take n, the order of the rack, to be prime. If a = 1 then the rack is 
trivial, so assume that a E {2, '" n - 1}. 
Lemma Ra ~ Rb if and only if a = b. 
Proof Take an isomorphism p: Ra --+ Rb. It is a rack homomorphism so it 
satisfies 
p(ai + (1 - a)j) = bp(i) + (1 - b)p(j) 
If p is a rack isomorphism then so is p defined by p( t) = p( t) + k and so is p 
defint'd by p(t) = )..p(t) (with)" invertible in a prime order rack). Choosing k 
and)" appropriately, we may assume that p(O) = 0 and p(1) = 1. Look again at 
p(ai + (1 - a)j) = bp(i) + (1 - b)p(j) and put i = 0 and i = 1 giving 
p((l - a)j) = (1 - b)p(j) p(a + (1 - a)j) = b + (1 - b)p(j) 
p(a + (1 - a)j) = b + p((l - a)j) 
Pu t j = 0 and get p( a) = b. Let us assume a is not 1 (otherwise we have the 
trivial rack) so we can find j with (1 - a)j = a and get p(2a) = 2b, and so on. 
b p(x) = (-)x 
a 
But p(l) = 1 so ~ = 1 and b = a as required. o 
Take a link diagram representing an element of the second homotopy group of the 
classifying space of the rack. The rack acts transitively on itself, for any choice of 
x and y in the rack, there is a z with x% = y (this is ax + (1 - a)z = y and 
unless the rack is trivial, (1 - a) is invertible and z can be found). vVe can use this 
transitivity to undo the crossings in the diagram. 
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~)_y_xt __ y y y 
xy 
Figure 8.1.1 Undoing crossings. 
The figure-of-eight that appears here is a generator of 7r2(JaR) , as usual in a quandle. 
The labelling on this generator is unimportant; by transitivity of the rack action. 
We are left with nested unknots of original strands connected by the linking rings 
which are small. We can connect the unknots that arose from original strands by 
introducing new linking rings. 
,~\::S rfi\~' 
different original strands 
,(j -P-, 
cl-b '-..;: 
1\t /)' 
a new linking ring 
Figure 8.1.2 Bridging between equally oriented original strands. 
If the orientations do not match as above then just pass one unknot over the other, 
and over all its linking rings 
different original strands 
Figure 8.1.3 Bridging between oppositely oriented original strands. 
The original strands have joined to form an unknot in the diagram, with small, 
untwisted linking rings. Apply an isotopy to the diagram until the unknot is a 
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circle and linking rings are stretched but they still bound a tewisted neighbourhood 
of a path from one point on the unknot to another. The path can be chosen disjoint 
from other linking rings, but it may pass over or under the unknot. Now comb the 
linking rings so that they lie inside the unknot except for where the link with the 
unknot in two places. 
Figure 8.1.4 A first simplification of a homotopy representative. 
The paths which the linking rings follow may now have become tangled and the 
linking rings may twist around those paths. We can reverse crossings in the paths by 
introducing another generator (we already have the figure-of-eight). The generator 
IS 
Figure 8.1.5 A generator of type 2. 
The boxes in the diagram represent an undetermined number of whole twists, which 
have the effect of adding a constant to the labels. Labelling on the diagram is 
consistent, by the following results. 
i-ii =(l-a)(i-j) 
i - iJ = (1 - a-I )(i - j) 
. 'If - (1 -1)(' k) z-z - -a )-
i_ilk = (1- a)(j - k) 
i k _ jk = a(i _ j) 
."f 'k -1 (' ') z -) =a z-) 
and here are some link diagram portions. 
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Figure 8.1.6 A whole number of twists labelled by rack elements. 
Figure 8.1. 7 Passing under a linking ring. 
We see that passing under a pair of oppositely oriented strands adds a constant to 
the labels of the underpasses. We can rectify this by putting in some twists before 
re-attaching the strands. This generator allows us to reverse the crossings (and 
introduce twists) by the following bridging moves. 
,,--
-----= J""'--
======:::::== :::=---
t = 
II 
Figure 8.1.8 Reversing crossings between linking rings. 
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Once we can untangle the paths which the linking rings follow, and use the boxes 
in pictures to indicate twisting, the knot diagram looks like 
= 
Figure 8.1.9 A second simplification of homotopy representatives. 
The next step in reducing the diagram to a sum of generators is to swap the ends 
of linking rings over, so that the pairs of points where linking rings meet the circle 
become un-nested. This move requires another generator 
Figure 8.1.10 A generator of type 3. 
We can label this diagram; given numbers of twists in the boxes, all labels are 
determined by x, y and z. But there are two ways to deduce w from these three. 
The following lemmas check that whatever the orientation of this generator, and 
however the linking rings link with the circle, the two ways of calculating w gIve 
the same result. 
Lemma If x_xwx = q_qPWpq and y_yxwxY = p_pwp (in the diagrams below) 
x y p q t qi'wpq 
> > ) ) 
w w xy w pq w 
then W xy = w pq 
Proof 
x - xWX = XX _ XWX 
= a(x - XW) 
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= a(l - a)(x - w) 
and q _ qPWpq = qq _ qPWpq 
= a(q _ qPWP) 
= a2(qP _ qPW) 
= a2(1- a)(qP - w) 
= a2(1- a)(a-Iq + (1 - a-I)p - w) 
so a(l- a)(x - w) = a2(1 - a)(a-Iq + (1 - a-I)p - w) 
(x - w) = q + (a - l)p - aw 
x+(l-a)p =q+(l-a)w 
similarly p + (1 - a)x = y + (1 - a)w 
now wpq-wxy =awP +(l-a)q-awX-(l-a)y 
= (a2 w + a(l - a)p + (1 - a)q) 
-(a2w + a(l - a)x + (1 - a)y) 
= (1 - a)(ap + q - ax - y) 
and ap + q - ax - y = (x + p - (1 - a)w) - (p + x + (1 - a)w) 
=0 
as required. 
Proofs of the following lemmas are similar and will be omitted 
Lemma 
If x - xWX = q - qPWpq and p - pWP = Y - yxwxY (in the diagrams below) 
x txWX y i yXwxy p q t qPwpq 
> ) 2 ) ) ) 
-
w x w xy w w P pq w w 
Lemma 
If x - xWx = q - qpwpq and p - pWP = Y - yxwxy (in the diagrams below) 
x i yxwxY p q t qPWpq 
> ) > ) ) ) 
w W
X w XY w w P pq w 
then W xy = w pq 
The generator allows us to manouevre the diagram as follows 
o 
o 
0 
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-
Figure 8.1.11 Exchanging ends oflinking rings. 
Once the ends of the linking rings are nested around the unknot, we can take a 
minimal example which looks like 
I···· ... · . 
. 
:'~'" · . · . , 
..--- ----.I 
· ' · . 
. : 
. . 
. . 
.......... 
This describes a disc which maps into the classifying space. The boundary of the 
disc is therefore null-homotopic. The word of the two labels is zero in ?i} (ERa) 
which is just the associated group of the rack. The labels are equal in the associ-
ated group, so they are equal in the operator group (a quotient of the associated 
group). Invertibility of (1 - a) shows that equal operators are equal elements of 
the rack, so the labels on either end of this link portion are equal. We also could 
have checked this algebraically. Apply bridging between these equally labelled arcs. 
The homotopy link diagram has been reduced to a sum of the following types of 
generator. 
Generator type 1 
Generator type 6 
Generator type 2 Generator type 3 
Figure 8.1.12 Generators of types 1,2,3 and 4. 
The number of twists in the boxes in these diagrams is determined by the required 
change in label, up to mod n. n whole twists leaves the labels invariant. We can 
use a generator of type 5 to eliminate ambiguity over how many twists are in each 
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diagram. This generator has a full complement of positive twists. 
Generator type 5 
Figure 8.1.13 Generators of type 5. 
We can simplify the second and third generator further. In the twists of a generator 
of type 4 there will be an arc of equal label and opposite orientation to the arc of 
the original strand below the twists. (If there is not such an arc in the twists, add 
or subtract generator 5 until there is such an arc). Split up the twists there, and 
apply the following bridging moves. 
Figure 8.1.14 Reducing generator type 4. 
leaving us wi th a new generator set 
Generator type 1 
Generator type 2 Generator type 3 
Figure 8.1.15 Generators of type 1,2,3 and 6. 
8.2 Reducing the generator set. 
To simplify further, I shall make another assumption about the rack. From now 
011, assume that a E Zn multiplicatively generates {1,2, .. ,n -I} so any non-zero 
element of R call be written as a product of a's. We are still assuming that the 
order n is prime. 
Lemma Under the above conditions, the operator group of the rack acts doubly 
transitively on the rack. 
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Proof Take distinct elements x and y. 1 does not generate Zn, so a=/::. 1 and 
a -1 is invertible. If x is non-zero, let w = -(ax)-I(1- a) then XW = O. Then 
yW is non-zero (because x and y were distinct). If x was zero, let w be the empty 
word. Now take integer j such that ai is the multiplicative inverse of yW. Let v 
be the word of j zeros. Then XWV = Dv = 0 and yWV = 1. To find and operator 
which sends x to sand y to t, (x, y and s, t distinct) find operators wand v 
with XW = SV = 0 and yW = tV = 1 then xWv = sand yWV = t. 0 
Now we can count the generators in more detail. The type of a generator indicates 
the shape of the link diagram representing the homotopy class. There can be many 
link diagrams, with varying labelling and varying orientation fitting the same type. 
The next two lemmas show that these alternative generators of a given type can be 
equivalent under homotopy of maps to the classifying space, bordism of the labelled 
link diagrams. 
Lemma It is sufficient to include only one generator of type 6 in a generating set. 
Proof Here are labelled diagrams of all possibilities 
Figure 8.2.1 Labelled generators of type 6. 
In the first case we have y + k = (x + k)Y and x = y(x+k) which both give 
k = (1-a)-la(x-y). In the second case we have y = x(y+k) and x+k = (y+k)X 
which both give k = (1 - a)-la(x - y). This determines the number of twists in 
the box in terms of labels x and y. We can pass an unknot over the whole diagram 
and back underneath, to change the label x into 0, say. Then 00 = 0 so provided 
x and y were different (if they were the same the diagram collapses to the empty 
diagram) we can repeatedly pass a O-labelled unknot over the diagram. a generates 
the rack, and r O = ar so eventually the other label, which started as y will become 
1. 
Without loss of generality, x = 0 and y = 1 thus the number of whole twists is 1 
or -1, and these are inverse. 0 
Lemma It is sufficient to include only one generator of type 5 in a generating set. 
Proof The only decision to be made about a generator of type 5 is the labelling. 
Double transitivity of the action of the operator group means we may assume two 
given labels are 0 and 1. This fixes all other labels. 0 
Finally we can use one more generator 
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Generator type 7 
Figure 8.2.2 Generators type 7. 
The crossings in this diagram are all positive. The diagram is an alternating knot 
diagram. 
Lemma It is sufficient to include n;l generators of type 7 in a generating set. 
Proof Given the labels 0 and 1, the numbers of twists mod n determine and are 
determined by the label k. If k is zero then the diagram can be reduced to the 
empty diagram by bridging moves. k can be chosen from 1, 2, .. ,n - 1. But the 
inverse of the kth generator is the n - kth generator. 
Generator type 7 The inverse. 
Figure 8.2.3 The inverse of a generator of type 7. 
Now use double transitivity to change the inverse of the kth generator into a known 
generator. First take r wi th k T = 0 so ak + (1 - a)r = o. This equation defines r 
mod n. 
Next apply _0 enough times to (k + It to change it to 1. 
(k + lY = a(k + 1) + (1 - a)r = a(k + 1) - ak = a 
Recall that XO = ax so we find an integer s with a(s+l) = 1. In this last equation, 
the exponent is a power, meaning a multiplied s + 1 times, and is not the rack 
exponent. Finally, apply these rack operators (r then 0 s times) to the label o. It 
becomes -ak.aS = -k = n - k. 
So the n - 1 generators pair off as inverses leaving us with n;l. 
We can now eliminate generators of types 2 and 3 using the type 7. 
o 
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Lemma Any generator of type 2 is a sum of generators of types 1, 5 and 7. 
Proof Use double transitivity of the rack action (as in the previous lemma) and 
we can assume that two independent strands are labelled 0 and 1. Then rotate 
the lower circle (and possibly replace m twists by n - m reversed twists) until the 
neighbouring strand is also labelled o. We can then bridge as shown. 
Figure 8.2.4 Reducing generators of type 2. 
o 
Lemma Any generator of type 3 is a sum of generators of types 1,5 and 7. 
Proof 
There are four possible combinations of orientations on the twisted linking rings 
but the the proofs are all similar; 
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Figure 8.2.5 Reducing a generator of type 3. 
o 
Now note that generator type 6 is a specific instance of a generator type 7, with 
the number of whole twists at the bottom fixed at 1. Thus every link diagram 
representative has been reduced to a sum of nt3 generators; a positive figure-of-
eight labelled 0, a pair of strands labelled 0 and 1 twisted positively n times and 
reattached, and n;-l generators of type 7 (with k = 1,2, .. , n;-l ). 
Conjecture If Ra is an Alexander quotient on an odd prime order group Zn, 
where a E {2, 3, .. , n - 1} generates the group by multiplication, then 7r2(IBRa) :: 
Z("t 3 ) 
8.3 Example 7r2(IBD3). 
The dihedral rack of order three has table 
a b c 
a a c b 
b c b a 
c b a c 
The above procedure reduces every labelled diagram to a sum of the twisted gener-
ator, the figure-of-eight and the k-th generator where k = 1 (this is just a trefoil). 
Figure 8.3.1 A generating set for 7r2 (IBD3) . 
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Chapter 9. Topological racks 
We have discussed the classifying space of rack, and the first and second homotopy 
groups of that space. The classifying space was the realisation of a cubical set. 
If the rack itself has a topology, with the rack operations all continuous, then 
instead of a cubical set, we get a cubical space, whose realisation inherits a topology 
from the rack itself. In this chapter we introduce this topic, starting with the cell 
structure of the classifying space, then describing a method of calculation of the 
second homotopy groups by diagram manipulation. The second homotopy group of 
the plane racks and the sphere racks are calculated explicitly 
9.1 A non-CW structure on the classifying space. 
Given a topological rack R with a CW structure, the classifying space JaR inherits 
a cellular structure. Cells of JaR are 
e(el, .. ,e r ) = ((t1, .. ,tr,Xl,"'Xr) : Xi E ed 
where the ei are cells of R. I will abbreviate e(eill .. ,eir ) to e(il, .. ,i r ). The 
dimension of the cell e( i l , .. , ir) is r + dim ei1 + .. + dim eir 
This cellular structure on JaR in general will fail to be a CW complex. For example, 
if v, ware vertices of R then the cell e( v, w) has boundary points in the interiors 
of e( v) and e( w ), and there are boundary points (t, v W). v W is a point in the rack 
which will fall into the interior of a cell ei for some j. Then the boundary of the 
2-dimensional cell e( v, w) will meet the interior of the j + I-dimensional cell e( ei ) . 
We can, however, place constraints on R to ensure that that the cellular structure of 
JaR is a CW -structure, or that it is well-behaved enough to simplify representatives 
of homotopy elements. 
Given a map X --+ JaR, X a compact n-dimensional manifold, take a cell of B>R 
of dimension greater than n, e. If the image of X only meets cells which meet the 
boundary of e then the image of X can be pushed out of the interior of e. We will 
place a partial order on the cells of the classifying space to ensure that such moves 
are possible and do not push the image of X into less desirable cells. 
Say that e(il, .. ,i r ) is less than e(j}, .. ,js) if and only if either r < s or, if r = s 
then the dimension of e( i I , .. , i r) is less than that of e(j 1, •. , j s) 
Lemma If a point in the boundary of e(JI, .. ,js) meets the interior of e(i l , .. , ir) 
then e(il, .. ,i r ) < e(iI, .. ,js). 
Proof Points ill the boundary of e(iI, .. ,js) are either obtained by taking a bound-
ary point of the s-cube 
(t 1, .. , tk-lI 0, h+l, .. , ts, Xli .. , xs) '" (tl' .. , tk-b tk+b .. , ts, Xl, .. , Xk-l, Xk+l, .. , Xs) 
and 
(t1 , •• , tk-l, 1, tk+l, .. , ts, Xl , .• , Xs) - (tl' .. , tk-l, tk+l, .. , ts, X:k , .. , x~:l , Xk+l, .. , xs) 
in which case the index r of e(i1, .. ,i r ) is s -1 and e(il, .. ,i r ) < e(JI, .. ,js) 
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or the points on the boundary are obtained by taking a point x k in the boundary 
of one of the cells eile' R has a CW -structure. This ensures that the point Xk 
belongs to the interior of a cell of lower dimension, and e( i 1, .. , ir) < e(h, .. , j s) 
again, as required. 0 
If I push the image of X out of the highest (in this partial order) cell which it 
meets, then we have reduced this maximum-order cell. We have the following result 
Theorem If R is a rack with a CW structure and f: X -+ lBR where X is a 
compact n-dimensional manifold then there exists g: X -+ lBR, homotopic to f, 
such that a cell e(i}, .. ,ir ) whose interior meets g(X) has r < n or r = n and all 
the cells eile being vertices of R. 
Proof X is compact, so meets the interior of finitely many cells of :!BR. The 
boundary of any cell of lBR is itself compact, and meets the interiors of only finitely 
many other cells. Moreover, these other cells are smaller in the partial order, either 
with the index r reduced, or the dimension reduced. We can push X out of finitely 
many cells until the highest-order cell whose interior meets the image of X is of 
dimension n or less. 
A cell e( it, .. , ir) with r > n has dimension greater than n. So the highest order 
cell meeting the image must be e( it, .. , ir) with r $ n. If a cell e( it, .. , in) has 
dimension less than or equal to n, it must be equal to n and all the cells eile must 
be vertices of R. 0 
We can strengthen this result by imposing further conditions on the CW -structure 
of R. In practice we can see that these are not restrictive. 
Theorem If R is a CW -rack in which the O-skeleton, I-skeleton, .. , n-skeleton 
are all subracks, and f: X -+ lBR where X is a compact n-dimensional manifold 
then there exists a homotopic map g such that g(X) only meets cells of the form 
e( it, .. , ir) where the dimension of this cell is less than or equal to n and each cell 
ei le lies in the n -skeleton of R. 
Proof Place a partial order on the cells of lBR as follows: describe a cell e( it, .. , ir) 
as good if all the cells eik lie in the n-skeleton of R, and bad otherwise. Then, on the 
set of good cells, and on the set of bad cells, define e(i}, .. ,ir) < e(h, .. ,js) if and 
only if r < s or r = s and the dimensions have dim[e(i}, .. ,ir )] < dim[e(h, .. ,js)]. 
Further, define that all good cells are less than all bad cells. 
Take a cell in the classifying space, e(h, .. , j s) whose boundary meets the interior 
of e(it, .. ,i r ). 
Either this boundary point was obtained by taking the boundary of the s-cube, in 
which case we have r < s and if e(h, .. ,js) was good then so is e(i}, .. , ir) by the 
skeletal condition on R, giving e(it, .. ,ir ) < e(h, .. ,js) 
or the point (tl, .. ,ts,Xl,",xs ) has some Xk in the boundary of eile' The rack is a 
Cl-V -complex, and goodness is preserved under taking cell boundaries, so we have 
again e(i}, .. ,ir ) < e(it, .. ,js). 
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The finiteness argument from the previous proof holds here and pushing the image 
of X out of finitely many cells in JaR, we have the maximal cell whose interior 
meets the image of X is at most n dimensional. A bad cell has dimension at least 
n + 1, so the new image of X only meets the interior of good cells. The dimension 
of e( it, .. , ir) is at least r, so the image of X meets good cells e( it, .. , ir) with r 
less than or equal to n. If r = n then all the eik are vertices of R. 0 
Corollary If R is a CW -rack in which the 0-, 1-, and 2-skeleta are subracks then 
we may assume that any homotopy representative j: S2 ~ JaR meets only cells 
e(i1, .. ,i r ) with r ~ 2 and ei/c in the 1-skeleton or R. 
Moreover, any homotopy between such representatives can be made to meet only 
cells e( it, .. , ir) with r ~ 3 and eik in the 2-skeleton of R 0 
Maps j:S2 ~ JaR meeting only the basepoint, e(vj), e(ei), and e(vi,Vj) (where 
the Vi are vertices of R and the ej are I-cells of R) can be made transverse to 
the centres of these cells, and the preimages form a link diagram in the two-sphere, 
with specialised points on the arcs. 
The neighbourhoods of these points map to a cell e( ej) in JaR. The labels on each 
side of the specialised points are the vertices at each end of the edge e in R. They're 
marked on diagrams as follows 
link diagram in the two-sphere preimages of cells in the two-sphere 
Figure 9.1.1 The origin of specialised points. 
9.2 Allowed moves on representative diagrams. 
Homotopy between such representatives is confined to cells of the form e(vi, Vj, Vk) 
(giving Reidemeister move 3) e( ei, Vj) and e( vi, ej). These last two boundaries give 
us allowed moves on diagrams about how to pass specialised points over and under 
crossmgs. 
Passing the 2-sphere through a cell e( e, v) (now e is an edge of R and V is a vertex) 
corresponds to a diagram relator as shown below 
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XV 
UV wV 
v V VI V V V v 
U 
.... 
,x w 
,w 
Figure 9.2.1 Relator from the 3-cell c( c, v). 
Theorem The following moves are allowed on diagram representatives of 7r2 ele-
ments 
Figure 9.2.2 Rules from the 3-cell c( c, v). 
Proof 
~ v v eve xV e yV =~~f~ v 
o 
Passing the 2-sphere through a cell c( v, c) gives a diagram relator 
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W 
x 
U W 
... 
y I'V I'Vi 
yU yXI yW V 
U 
W 
x 
.-
... W 
Figure 9.2.3 Relator from the 3-cell e( v, e). 
Theorem The following moves are allowed on diagram representatives of 71"2 ele-
ments 
x 
= 
Figure 9.2.4 Rules from the 3-cell e( v, e). 
Proof 
e ( 
~ = :;.x-{ _";;'}...L-_I~ y 
) =143 x 
x 
IY~ 
),)' 
____ ~~~_v_I--~ 
o 
The 2-sphere also pass through three-cells of the form e( i). These come from 2-cells 
in R and their boundary reads off a word in the edges of R. These words form 
null-homotopic link diagrams 
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c- fuu--uul_ H- I~ 
Figure 9.2.5 An edge-word relator diagram. 
9.3 The Plane Rack. 
Here R = ~i with rack structure ab = 2b-a. The classifying space BR is homotopy 
equivalent to the classifying space of the trivial one-element rack; the rack homo-
morphism taking the single element to the origin of ~ i and the rack homomorphism 
taking all elements of IRi to the single element both give maps between the clas-
sifying spaces. These maps give a homotopy equivalence, the composite B( *) --+ 
ffi,(R) --+ E( *) is the identity, and the other composite E(R) --+ E( *) --+ la(R) IS 
the last map of the homotopy 
EIR i --+ laIR i 
(t}, .. ,tn,a}, .. ,an) 1-+ (tl, .. ,tn,Aal, .. ,Aan) 
This map is welldefined, the identity when A = I and the required composite when 
A = O. So 
Using link diagrams, first we need to give IRi a CvV-structure, split it up into j-cubes 
and their faces so that the vertices have coordinates of integers and the edges are 
{(m}, .. ,mi +t, .. ,mn ): t E [0, I]}. Check that the O-skeleton and the I-skeleton 
form subracks of R. Then any link diagram has crossings which we can undo. 
Because the I-skeleton is connected, we can choose an edge-path between any two 
vertices. So we can insert specialised edge-labelled points to change any arc-label 
to any other. 
x 
y X Y 
;...--E} ....... EJ---E]-~ ....... ~ --
yX 
X 
.J-.Eg ....... ~ ~ ...... {33-
yX 
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x 
Figure 9.3.1 Undoing crossings in 7r2(lffilRi). 
The link diagram becomes a sum of unknots with specialised points and figures-
of-eight. Any edge-loop in lRi is null-homotopic through 2-cells so the unknots can 
be forgotten, leaving us with a single generator 7r2(lffilRi) ~ lE as required. 
9.4 The Sphere rack. 
Here R = Si with racks structure ab = 2b - a along geodesics of the sphere. The 
sphere has a G\V structure with just a basepoint and a j -cell. The vertex is a 
suhrack (the rack is a quandle). If j is greater than 1 then the links representing 
second homotopy classes have no specialised points, and 7r2(lffiR) f'V lE. If j = 1 
then the link diagrams have specialised points. There is only one vertex, only one 
arc-Iahel, so we can undo all the crossings, leaving us with a sum of figures-of-eight 
and an edge generator. 
Figure 9.4.1 A generator for 7r2(lffiS1). 
The reflection rack on SI has ab = 2b - a. Deduce that eO = -e and oe = 2e The 
rules of diagram manipulation are as follows 
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--
--
Figure 9.4.2 Relations in 1T'2(JaS l ); the reflection rack. 
We can count the number of edge generators in a link diagram by shading the plane 
in chequerboard fashion and orienting the plane. Each occurence of an edge has 
orientation which either agrees or disagrees with the orientation of the neighbouring 
black region. 
The trivial rack on SI has ab = a for all a, b in the circle, eO = e and oe = 2e. 
The rules of diagram manipulation are as follows 
( ( 
-f±}---;--r-=~ 
e=~~~~V 
Figure 9.4.3 Relations in 1T'2(JaS1 ); the trivial rack. 
In a link diagram, the edge orientation either agrees or disagrees with the orientation 
of the arc. This is how to count the number of edge generators in a diagram. 
Both these circle racks have 1T'2 (Jast ) ~ Z EB Z. 
9.5 Homotopy invariance of the rack space. 
It is clear that some connection between the rack structures is required to ensure 
homotopy equivalence of the rack spaces. Take the trivial rack on two elements. 
The first homotopy group of the rack space is free abelian on two generators. The 
first homotopy group of the rack space of the cyclic rack on two elements, however, 
is free ahelian on only one generator. 
If two topological racks are homotopic, with the homotopy respecting the rack 
structures, then we can construct a map between the classifying spaces. The map 
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preserves the basepoint, and is natural on the I-cubes. These are indexed by rack 
elements, and the homotopy associates the elements of one rack with the elements 
of the other. The boundaries of 2-cubes map to squares which no longer necessarily 
bound2-cubes in the second classifying space. But the image squares are homotopic 
to 2-cube boundaries. This paves the way for an inductive definition of a homotopy 
equivalence between the two classifying spaces. 
Theorem If R is a topological space, with a continuous map a: I x R x R ---+ R 
such that each map 
at: R x R ---+ R 
gives R a rack structure, then the classifying spaces ~(R, ao) and ~(R, (1) are 
homotopy equivalent. 0 
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Chapter 10. The third homotopy group 
In this chapter we consider the third homotopy group of the classifying space of a 
rack. As in the geometric approach to the second homotopy group, we use transverse 
representatives of each homotopy class and consider cell midpoint preimages in the 
three-sphere. In the two-dimensional case this gave a framed labelled link diagram 
in the two-sphere. In the three-dimensional case we get framed labelled immersed 
surfaces in the three-sphere. The worst kind of singularity such a surface will have 
is a triple-point, the preimage of the centre of a 3-cube in the classifying space. A 
triple point locally looks like the x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 planes intersecting at 
the origin of 3-space. The orientation of cubes in the image gives an order at each 
intersection, at triple points we can either order the surfaces or order the axes (the 
three double-point intersection lines through the triple point). In any case, we can 
manipulate such surfaces using bordism to simplify homotopy representatives. We 
first calculate the third homotopy group of the trivial rack. This allows us to forget 
about labels on the surfaces. Next we calculate the third homotopy group of the 
cyclic racks. 
10.1 'Iransverse representatives of homotopy classes. 
A representative S3 ---+ BR can be chosen transverse to centres of 1,2 and 3-cubes 
in BR. The preimages of centres of 3-cubes have cubes around them in S3, with 
interiors mapping homeomorphically to a 3-cube in BR. The centres of the faces 
of these 3-cubes map to centres of 2-cubes. There are I-manifolds embedded in S3 
which map to centres of 2-cubes, with 2-cube bundles over them; 
Figure 10.1.1 A transverse preimage for 71"3 (BR) . 
There are consistent origins, axis ordering and labels on these preimage cubes. 
Finally, the 1-cubes have preimages forming 2-manifolds in S3 filling the gaps. The 
preimages of the centres of 1, 2 and 3-cubes give an immersed 2-manifold, L, in 
S3 with singular set TU D; T is a O-manifold of triple points, and D is a 1-manifold 
of double points. The surface L with these singular points removed is a framed 2-
manifold whose components are labelled by R. Each point of D and T has a 
framed neighbourhood as follows 
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third axis 
: :1 r " :..: ......... ~ .. ~ .. . 
second axis first axis 
Figure 10.1.2 Singular points in a 7f'3 representative. 
Homotopy between such representatives corresponds to bordism of these immersed 
surfaces, with regular homotopy. Possible obstructions to apparent simplification 
occur because of unhelpful axis ordering; 
Figure 10.1.3 Obstructions to simplifications of the surface. 
Such obstructions are discussed in [ HH ]. The surface splits S3 into connected 
components. The boundary of each component is an oriented surface with double-
point singularities forming a graph. Each vertex of the graph (a triple point) has 
valency 3. 
10.2 Calculation of 7f'3(IffiC1 ); the trivial rack. 
Here we can forget about labellings, but still pay attention to the framing and the 
singular ordering. 
In the analysis of 71"2 representatives, it was constructive to concentrate on the 
crossings of the link diagram, and try to isolate them. This was acheived in simple 
cases by introducing a new link component near a crossing and using bridging moves. 
vVe put such new components in two of the four quadrants round a crossing. To 
apply a similar procedure in the calculation of 7f'3, we need to choose a suitable 
surface to introduce, decide where to put it and apply bridging moves to isolate the 
set of singular points. There a eight quadrants around a triple point, and first we'll 
specify four of these by shading the complement of the surface L C S3 black and 
white. 
Consider a plane at first disjoint from L, moving across L. At any time, the 
intersection of the plane with the surface forms a link diagram in the plane possibly 
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with singular points (from maxima or minima of the surface) or arcs which cross 
(at saddle points). The plane can be shaded alternately black and white. As the 
plane moves across L, we come across birth, death, saddle-points and Reidemeister 
moves on the intersection, all of which allow a consistent choice of chequerboard 
shading. 
At each doublepoint singularity, the shading of the four quadrants is alternate 
and is said to agree or disagree with the framing on the surfaces according to 
the following diagram. The diagram shows sections through the double point line, 
and the framing of each surface corresponds to the arrows using the orientation 
convention introduced in chapter 7. 
Figure 10.2.1 Chequerboard shading in two dimensions. 
At each of the four regions shaded black near a triple point, we have one region 
in which the shading agrees with all three double-point lines, and three regions in 
which the shading agrees with one, but disagrees with the remaining two double 
point lines. 
: .......... .. 
. . 
....... . 
. , 
: ...... 
. ............. . 
, 
, . 
' .. 
' . 
.. ..... 
. , 
' .. 
.. ... 
all agree (or with reversed framing) two disagree, one agrees 
(or pennute the axes, reverse framing) 
Figure 10.2.2 Chequerboard shading in three dimensions. 
Construct a surface to insert near singular points in the components shaded black. If 
the shading agrees with the double-point framing, we will be able to bridge with an 
unknot tube (appropriately framed). But if the shading disagrees with the framing, 
then to bridge with both surfaces we will need a figure-of eight. We have to choose 
an ordering for the surfaces which intersect at the figure-of-eight. This ordering is 
determined by the framing near the doublepoint line in the original surface. Put 
such tubes in two of the four quadrants along double-point lines, and join them up 
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near triple points as shown. The new surface is a high-genus torus with circles of 
double-point lines. 
,- .... 
'. 
' .. 
' .. 
. ' . 
. 
(or with frarnings reversed) 
.' 
' .. 
. .' 
.. ... .......... 
:- .......... 
. " .... 
. . 
... 
.' . 
. 
. 
' .. 
Figure 10.2.3 The triple point with an added surface. 
' .. 
'. 
.' 
There follow three views of a triple point neighbourhood. The framing is shown by 
the arrows, and the chequerboard shading has the nearest quadrant black, white 
and white rt'l'pectively. If the shading is opposite with respect to the framing, the 
analysis is similar. 
Figure 10.2.4 Three views of a triple point. 
Now add the surface along the double-point lines. This added surface will be inter-
preted in terms of known generators later. 
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Figure 10.2.5 Three views of the triple point with an added surfFlC'c. 
Tht' framings have' been chosen so that we can apply bridging between the new and 
aIel surfaces alollg twelve lines, three ill each of the four black-shaded q11adrants. 
After pulling a non-singlll<tr surface away from the triplepoint wc are ldt with 
Figure 10.2.6 Three views after one bordism movE'. 
Add another surface in the white-shaded quadrants, this time high genus tori with 
no self interscdion, so nullbordant. 
Figure 10.2.7 Three views after adding a second surface. 
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Apply anot her bridging move: 
Figure 10.2.8 Three views after a second bordism move. 
and rf'l1l0V(' the nullbordallt surfacf's (they pass over figure-of-eight tubes) 
Figur 10.2.9 ThrcC' viC'ws after removing a null-bordant surface. 
Now, l"< '1lH'1ll1)(,l" t bat at eHch triple-point the axes have an ordering. Consider the 
ends of t h(' first and s('cond axes. The ends which are not figures-of-eight can be 
changed into fig1ll"es-of-eight, away from the triple points. Then the ordering on the 
fOllr ('uds (of the first and sf'cond axes) ensures that we can use bordism to join up 
t lwsc t tt bC's. 
dI~ @- cP 
crIc? @- cP 
cP 
cP 
Figure 10.2.10 Each section becomes a figure of eight. 
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Figure 10.2.11 Bridging off arms from triple points. 
Let lI S look at these' last tnll1sformations in more detail; 
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... '., .. 
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, '.'. '. '1 :'- -- .j' 
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1" . '..1:.'.1" 
J: " . .1'.'.1. ' J:::. l . l: 
..,. ••• I T 
,.. "'.:"'.',-
tt" '1-- ~ 
---- ----
,...~ .... '.-..,.-::: i-
~ . '. .., ~ 
r(- ' " \" :'!'-l .. ' . I 
. '. \ . . ' 
; ::.-.-:~:: 
r··---· ) . r " -J"'~ ' ...... , 
~ • •• ...1. •.• 
.I ]I 
~T' ~r.- Mr. ., ~L ., ' . i ' .,. ','. .,. : '" .:: . " •• ' ". ",.--r-•. " ~ : . ' • . } . 'I . ... " 
... . . , ..... ~ 
• 1 : •• t · . : l 
!( " ',"'.-)~ 
. ' j.' •. ~ •• ' 
·.· ... t·.-::: 
. ! ..... . 
-I.:: j : ~ •• ,,": 
• .} . • • ..i... ' ' [,' 
tt: .1. ::'lI 
......, 
Figure 10.2.12 Bridging between figure of eight tubes . 
Wt> can look at what has happened so far again by taking a sequence of sections 
through the snrface Ileal' a triplepoint. The triple point gives a sequence 
Figure 10.2.13 Sections through a triple point. 
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After adding the first surface along double-points we get 
Figure 10.2.14 Sections through a triple point with one surface added. 
Now we do a bordism move between the new surface and the old 
Figure 10.2.15 Sections after one bordism move. 
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and add another surface, this time a null-bordant surface 
Figure 10.2.16 Sections after adding a second surface. 
Another bridging move gives 
'if "'-J ~ \..rJ 'v-J ~~4~A 
~®®®® 
Figure 10.2.17 Sections after a second bordism move. 
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and finally we remove non-singular (so nullbordant) surfaces in S3 
Figure 10.2.18 Sections after removing non-singular surface. 
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After gluing the ends of the first and second axes, we get another movie 
8 8 
© 
Figure 10.2.19 Sections after bridging between pairs of arms. 
On the following pages, first we have a picture of all these sequences of sections 
running concurrently. The left-hand column is a sequence of sections through a 
triple point in the surface. The next column of sections includes the first added 
surface, the next column is the sequence through the surface which remains as a 
triple point neighbourhood after the first bordism move, and so on. The next page 
begins with an equivalent movie (equivalent means it's sequence of sections through 
a bordant surface) to the last one on the first page. The last column of the first 
page is shown to be equivalent to a simple transition from the figure-of-eight to the 
non-figure-of-eight. 
Each triple point can be split off by inserting this transition and its inverse near 
the triple point, and applying bridging between the figure-of-eight tubes. 
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}< p ):~ ):)i ) ~~Cl)C : Cl) 
}< p ):~~p>C~ 
}<)j) )~~)~[~ 
}<p )~)~)~~~ 
)t: ~ )~ )~ )~[ @l 
>f >{: )ex{: )~ ~l (@ 
xi J<{ J<t )~) @ 
xi~~~5 @ 
xi~~~)~@ 
xi~)~~)~@ 
xi ~ )oot( ~ )~ @ 
xi~rt~3~[~ 
xi ~ rt ~ 3(${ ~ 
xi r1 )roe{ ~ ~ ~ 
xi r1 )roe{ ~ ){{ oo~ 
xi r1 )roe{ ~ )oo~ oo~ 
xi r1 )roe{ )oo~ ~ 00 : 
Figure 10.2.20 A summary of the triple point sections . 
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Figure 10.2.21 Equivalence of triple points to a simpler transition. 
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Every surface has been reduced to double-point neighbourhoods; tubes of figures-
of-eight with no further singularities. Using bordism between tubes of figures of 
eight, we can reduce the surface to a sum of 
A twisted product of the figure-of-eight and the circle 
TIle product of a figure-of-eight and a circle 
Figure 10.2.22 Simplified 1l"3(lffi( *)) representatives. 
The first of these is null-bordant by putting a disc in the middle 
Figure 10.2.23 Null bordism of the product of a circle and a figure of eight. 
The second is a generator for 1l"3 (B{ *)). It is of order 2. 
The next figure shows a null-bordism of the sum of two generators. The first pair are 
both generators. We can reverse the crossing of the second figure-of-eight by passing 
one surface through another, choose the ordering of new double-point intersections 
so that one part of the surface (the old over-pass, say) always passes over the other. 
As the overpass tube first intersects the underpass tube, we introduce an unknot of 
double points. When this crosses the spine of the figure of eight tube we get two 
new triple points. Then we pass one spine through the other. Notice that passing a 
double-point line through another is equivalent to passsing a surface through a triple 
point which is a homotopy of the three-sphere through a 4-cube in the classifying 
space. 
Rotate the second surface of the second pair through a half-turn around an axis 
perpendicular to the page to give the third pair. 
The surfaces of the third pair have appropriate orientations to enable bordism to 
occur, giving the remaining moves. 
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Figure 10.2.24 The generator of 7I'3(B{*)) is of order 2. 
To see that this generator is non-zero, take a surface and consider the neighbour-
hoods of lines of double points. These are framed and oriented, and meet at triple 
points. Take them apart at triple points, in anyone of six ways (see the diagram) 
and we get a framed link in the three-sphere. The writhe of this link mod 2 is 
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an invariant of the initial surface. The link itself is not, it can depend upon how 
we took apart the triple points. The writhe has to be reduced mod 2 because we 
can pass double points through each other in the surface, which corresponds to 
reversing crossings of the framed link. The generator for the third homotopy group 
of the trivial rack gives a link with odd writhe. Thus the surface generator is also 
non-zero. 
Figure 10.2.25 Pulling apart a triple point in six ways. 
Thus 
Wor k with J ames bundles [FRS] shows that B{ *) :::: nS2 so 
Z2 '" 1I"3(Jffi(*)) '" 1I"3(n(S2)) '" 1I"4(S2) 
Here is a sketch-proof 
By the Thom-Pontrjagin construction, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
elements of 11"2 (S4) and bordism classes of framed manifolds embedded in S4. Think 
of S4 as the suspension of S3, and use a bordism on the embedded manifold in S4 
until it becomes a progression of framed links in S3 with isolated singular points 
of birth, death and bridging moves. Each framed link in S3 gives a framed link 
diagram in S2 and these diagrams stack up to give a framed immersed surface 
in S3, with equivalence by bordism. These surfaces in S3 are representatives of 
elements of 11"3 (Jffi( *)) under the same equivalence. 
1l"4(S2) '" 1I"3(Jffi(*)) :::: Z2 
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10.3 Calculation of 7l"3(IffiCn ), the cyclic rack. 
We can use the same procedure, with a little care, to show that the third homotopy 
group of the cyclic rack is also Z2. Problems arise when we want to attach the tubes 
to the surface near triple points. Bordism moves are only allowed between surfaces 
with equal labels. We can, however, change any label on a link arc to any other label 
by inserting twists. (This was how we calculated the second homotopy group in 7.4). 
The number of twists to insert is only defined up to a multiple of n (n is the order 
of the rack). If the racks elements were integers then the number of twists would be 
absolutely defined as the difference. Choose integer representatives for each label 
in Z/nZ. The rack law between these labels only holds when we fall back to Zn. 
Consider the ordering of surfaces at intersections to give a 'connectedness' and make 
each integer choice consistent on a connected component of surface. 
Figure 10.3.1 Connectedness and axis ordering at a triple point. 
On each side of all the lines along which we'll do bordism, insert a number of twists, 
so that bordism always occurs between equally labelled surfaces. 
The next figure shows the triple-point bordism with lines drawn where the twists 
are. The lines of twists never meet, and each line has an integer associated with it, 
according to the labels either side, and a choice of an element of nZ. 
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Figure 10.3.2 Addition of twi. ts to find 7f3(lBCn) . 
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The calclllation carri es on in parallel with that of the trivial rack until we have just 
neighbourhoods of double-point lines joined up at triple point. ·. The arms of each 
triplp point haVf~ writhes which may not agree, and this will stop us joining them 
up alld isolating the triple points. The difference in writhe will be a multiple' of 11 , 
in fact the writhes themselvC's Ctre all multiples of n. 
The writhe cOll tribu ted by each line of twists is shown here, called A , B , C, .. .. 
C D 
L 6 L 
J ~cfJC A U o ~-K ~~ o ~ 
N 
M 
3 
2 
Figure 10.3.3 The writhes on triple-point arms. 
We can reduce the number of variables here. First , J + L , L + K , K - J , M + N, 
N - 0 , 0 + M are all zero. Look a t the section, and watch the labels; 
no twists required here 
o ~ o~ du" )~ 2;]0 ~ ° ~ J 0 0 I I l
o 
label thi s 1, use no twists 
or label it O. and get cancelling twists 
Figure 10.3.4 The number of twists added in detail. 
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Because of the consistent choice of labelling on the overpassing surface', we see that 
H + E = 0 , - E + G = 0, A + D = 0 , - R + G = 0 , I - Q = 0 , and H + R = O. 
Now the twists all the arms from a triple point are as follows: 
- A 
- n 
3 
F 
F ig ure 10.3.5 The writhes on each arm aft er cancellation. 
If we added a multiple of n to C , the labels on the surface, either side of the C 
twis ts would stay the same. 'We're planning to change these variables so that the 
writhe on each arm totals zero, then we can join the arms together , isolate the t riple 
points as null-borclant surfaces, and end up with sums of generators. But the line 
of twists may pass near more than one triple point , and we only want to change 
it locally (the equations to ensure all triple points have zero-writhe arms may b E' 
inconsistent ). Introduce a null-bordant surface; the product of the circlE' with tlw 
generator of 7r2 . 
Fig ure 10.3.6 Changing one of the twists modulo n. 
After such adjustments, we can split off the triple points, whi ch look exactly as they 
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did in the calculation for the trivial rack, (so their neighbourhoods are null-bordant) 
leaving a web of n-twisted tubes. 
Figure 10.3.7 The simplified 7r3 (IaCn ) representative. 
Pull these tubes apart at the Y-shapedjunctions (reducing the integral of the writhe 
squared) until we are left with just sums of a twisted product of the circle with the 
second homotopy generator. This generates the image of the Hopf map 
7r2(IaCn) --+ 7r3(IaCn) 
and it generates 7r3(IaCn) f"V Z2. 
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